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1. STATEMENT OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

2. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

3. DECLARATIONS OF CONFLICT OF INTERESTS AND PERSONAL INTERESTS

Declaration by Administrator or Council Officers of any Conflict of Interest or Personal 
Interests pursuant to Sections 79 and 79B of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act) in any 
items on the Notice Paper. (Note that Section 79(2)(a)(i) of the Act requires Administrator or 
Council Officers to disclose the nature of a Conflict of Interest or a Personal Interest 
immediately before the relevant consideration or discussion). Section 79B also requires that 
the Administrator or Council Officers declaring a Personal Interest must seek consent from 
Council to be exempt from voting on the item.

4. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
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5. OFFICER'S REPORTS FOR CONSIDERATION
5.1. COVID-19 BUDGET IMPACT

Officers’ Reports
COVID-19 Budget Impact ITEM: 5.1.

Ward: NACorporate Services
Finance and Rates 
Bernard Rohan

Purpose of Report: To advise Council on the expected impact of the Corona Virus on the City of 
Casey’s budget position

Council Plan Reference 

3. A High Performing Organisation 
3.2 An efficient and effective customer focused Council with sufficient resources to meet priorities 

Executive Summary

The impact that the Corona Virus (COVID-19) has had on the community as a public health crisis has been 
significant. The economic impacts of the crisis, and the necessary Government action to address the crisis, 
have also been significant. There is heightened concern at the flow-on consequences that these issues are 
having to the financial position of the City of Casey. There is a clear and recognised need for strong and 
active financial management to navigate decision-making in a financially sustainable manner going forward. 
At this point, officers are taking decisions to operate within available budget settings in 2019/20, with a 
strengthened focus on cash/liquidity management, whilst preparing the draft 2020/21 in a responsible 
manner. The next budget will be subject to community consultation in May 2020. 

This report provides an update only on the financial impacts to the 19/20 financial position and 20/21 
budget. There are many ways Council is supporting the community during the Corona Virus pandemic such 
as increased grants, business community support and support to emergency management efforts that have 
been implemented via redirection and reprioritisation of existing resources to provide such support. 

Background

On 17 March 2020, Council moved the following that the report on the 2019/20 mid year budget review be 
noted and a further update on the impact of Covid-19 on the current year (19/20) budget and subsequent 
budgets be provided. 

The Corona Virus (COVID-19) is having a significant impact on the community and in turn on the financial 
position of the City of Casey.

2019/20 Impacts

The level of forecast rates revenue to be raised in 2019/20 is $1 million lower than budget and this is mainly 
due to a moderation in the level of development activity affecting the amount of supplementary rates 
revenue derived this financial year. Whilst the revenue from rates has been recognised as revenue for 
financial reporting purposes, the receipt of instalments is scheduled to continue for the remainder of the 
year, where approximately half of rate-payers choose to pay rates via monthly/quarterly instalments. There 
is $60 million of 2019/20 (and prior year) rates to be collected this financial year.
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Council recognises the significant hardship that members of the community are experiencing in these 
challenging times, and has available an existing Rate Payment and Financial Hardship Policy that allows, 
under certain circumstances, for rate-payers to seek hardship relief in the form of: 

 Deferrals for rates, interest and legal costs
 Waivers of interest and charges
 Waivers of rates up to $500.

It is understandably expected that there will be higher numbers of rate-payers seeking to access this relief 
during these challenging times. During 2019/20 officers have taken the position not to charge interest 
penalties on outstanding rates from the end of February 2020 to June 2020. This has an impact to the 
budget of approximately $0.4 million.

Other revenue impacts for the City of Casey relate to forecast:
 statutory fees (including for planning permits), user charges and fines, where previous (pre-COVID-

19) indications were that $6 million will be raised as revenue from these sources in the last quarter of 
the 2019/20 financial year. Clearly, this revenue will be significantly affected by the disruption to the 
community and economy from COVID-19. 

 interest revenue on Casey’s invested funds, which is already forecast at $2.7 million under budget 
due to low interest rate environment and the investment market may further deteriorate in this 
setting.

These revenue impacts are being very closely monitored by officers.

These factors are being actively monitored and managed by officers under enhanced internal financial 
governance arrangements. Where possible, offsetting-expenditure reductions are being implemented, and 
from within available resources, to preserve a sustainable financial position. 

 Employee costs are the largest expenditure item and are currently underspent year to date due to 
underlying vacancies caused by recruitment delays. For the remainder of the year, recruitment will 
be targeted at delivery of essential services. Officers have further implemented measures around 
rostering and deployment of resources to high priority areas to assist with managing the impact of 
COVID-19.

 Materials and services is also an area where officers have sought to freeze discretionary 
expenditure on consultancy costs, one-off initiatives, professional fees and learning and 
development. 

At the present time, even under adverse forecast scenarios, the City of Casey is operating within 
2019/20 budget parameters and those parameters reflected in the mid year budget review. Cash 
management remains a crucial core element of Council’s approach to sustaining the financial position of the 
City of Casey, and continuing to meet contractual commitments. 

This advice on 2019/20 will be complemented with the forthcoming March quarterly report.

2020/21 Impacts – Preliminary View

For forecast and budget-setting purposes, it is assumed that the disruption period for COVID-19 will extend 
to the end of September 2020, in line with statements from the Prime Minister in March that the impact will 
be for six months. Under this scenario, one quarter of the 2020/21 financial year will be adversely affected. 
The duration and extent of the disruption period may change depending on the public health outcomes and 
National Cabinet responses.

The draft 2020/21 budget and Council Plan material is scheduled to be presented to Council in May for 
public exhibition and consultation, and finalisation by 30 June 2020. The following points are the preliminary 
assessment of the COVID-19 impacts
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 Revenue from rates in 2020/21 will be affected by the extent of hardship experienced by the
community, and the need for the Rate Payment and Financial Hardship Policy to be accessed. In
particular and Council will likely need to consider the appropriateness of debt recovery actions in
those circumstances.. Forgiving a further quarter of penalty interest costs would have a $0.4 million
impact.

 There is continued expectation that revenue from statutory fees, user charges, fines and interest
revenue on investments will all be impacted during the first quarter of 2020/21

 As shown in Table 1, below, the impact of these revenue effects will need to be managed across
employee costs and other operating costs, particularly materials and services

Table 1: Expected COVID-19 Budget Impact in 2020/21 (as at 14 April 2020)
Impacts ($’ million) 2020/21 Comment
Revenue Impacts
Arts and Cultural Development 1.0 Lower charges for facilities
Safer Communities 2.2 Lower fees and fines
Active Communities 1.7 Mainly the impact of user charges  
Child Youth and Family 0.3 Lower fees for services
City Presentation 0.2 Lower charges and recoveries
Statutory Planning and Building 
Services 0.4 Statutory Fees reduced
Growth and Investment 0.6 Statutory Fees reduced

6.5
Expense Impact
Arts and Cultural Development 6.2 Staffing and operating costs
Net Impact (0.3)

At this point, unresolved costs to Council will need to be managed from within existing reserves and/or 
redirection of operating budget.

Community Engagement  

The forthcoming 2020/21 budget process will be subject to consultation with the community through public 
exhibition and submission.

Financial Implications

There are no decisions affecting the financial position of the City of Casey included in this paper; rather, the 
paper summarises the likely effects on Casey arising from the COVID-19 crisis.

Officer Direct or Indirect Interest

No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a direct or indirect interest in matters for 
consideration.

Conclusion

Active financial management will guide decision-making going forward. At this point, officers are taking 
decisions to operate within available budget settings in 2019/20, with a strengthened focus on cash/liquidity 
management, whilst preparing the draft 2020/21 in a responsible manner.  

Attachments
 
Nil 
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Recommendation 

That Council note the advice on the financial challenges confronting the City of Casey associated 
with the Corona Virus.
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5.2. CLYDE MAJOR TOWN CENTRE URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK

Officers’ Reports
Clyde Major Town Centre Urban Design Framework ITEM: 5.2.

Ward: Balla BallaCity Planning and Infrastructure
Growth and Investment
Kathryn Seirlis

Purpose of Report: To recommend the adoption of the Clyde Major Town Centre Urban Design 
Framework and to execute s173 agreements for infrastructure projects. 

Council Plan Reference 

2. A Place to Prosper
2.1 The destination for arts, culture, sport and leisure that attracts visitors and brings communities together
2.2 A thriving economy with local jobs, investment and new industries
2.3 A city that sustainably plans and manages growth while protecting its diverse landscape

Executive Summary

An Urban Design Framework (UDF) for the Clyde Major Town Centre (MTC) as required by the Clyde Creek 
Precinct Structure Plan (PSP) has been submitted for consideration. The UDF sets out strategic principles 
for the land use planning within the Clyde MTC and is the overarching tool for the design and development 
process. All future planning applications for use and/or development on land within the Clyde MTC must be 
consistent with the requirements set out in this UDF once approved. 

The UDF was prepared in consultation with various stakeholders including a public exhibition to surrounding 
landowners. Various changes have been made including the changes to the vicinity of the future railway 
station and the redistribution of public land for infrastructure delivery. The Section 173 (s173) Agreements 
considered in this report are to allow the early delivery of infrastructure projects within the Clyde MTC.

Background

The Clyde Creek PSP stipulates that there is a requirement for a UDF for the Clyde MTC. It requires the 
UDF to be prepared in consultation with the Metropolitan Planning Authority, now known as Victoria 
Planning Authority (VPA), and approved by Council prior to the lodgement of any planning permit 
applications for the subdivision, use and/or development for the land within the boundary of the Clyde MTC.

The UDF was first lodged with Council in December 2016 by Mesh Planning on behalf of 
landowners/developers. Various changes have been made to address concerns raised by both external 
referral authorities and Council’s internal departments. The UDF was also publicly exhibited in June 2018 
and submissions were received. On 4 July 2019, the VPA approved the UDF and acknowledged that 
Council can make minor changes as part of the discussion with the landowners for infrastructure delivery.

A recent planning permit application within the MTC was lodged with Council’s Statutory Planning 
Department for a multi-lot subdivision and the creation of superlots. The application is still under 
assessment. 
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Site and Surrounding Area

The site (Clyde MTC) is located north of the existing Clyde Township with an area of approximately 57ha. It 
comprises of several land parcels along Tuckers Road (5, 25,35, 45 & 75), Ballarto Road (1585, 1595, 1625 
& 1655) and Twyford Road (30 & 150). Details of landowners and developers within the Clyde MTC can be 
found in the confidential Attachment 1.

The site is located north of Ballarto Road, west of Tuckers Road and generally to the east of Clyde Five 
Ways Road. The site also adjoins an unused railway line.

The site is located within the Urban Growth Zone, Schedule 7 (UGZ7), and is affected by the Development 
Contribution Plan Overlay, Schedule 15 (DCPO15). The Clyde Creek PSP and Clyde Development 
Contribution Plan is the approved strategic plan under the schedule to the zone and the overlay 
respectively.

Surrounding the MTC are predominately recently constructed residential developments. Planning permits 
for residential developments have been issued to the north of the site (Hartleigh Estate) and to the east of 
the site (Eliston Estate) with additional residential developments further to the north. The rapid residential 
developments in the area have also resulted in the delivery of major road projects including Clyde Five 
Ways Road, Pattersons Road and Tuckers Road.

Clyde Major Town Centre Urban Design Framework (UDF)

The Clyde Creek PSP identifies the Clyde MTC as the only MTC within the Precinct and sets out 
requirements including a concept plan which the UDF must take into consideration. Whilst the boundary of 
the Clyde MTC in the UDF is a departure to the concept plan shown in the PSP, it is consistent with the 
objectives and requirements of the PSP, which included 40-50,000m2 of retail floor space and 40-50,000m2 
of commercial space.  
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Broadly, the UDF identifies the key objectives as an activity centre that:

 comprises of an intensive mix of uses which create ‘places for people’;
 is well-connected and accessible via multiple modes of transport including the future Clyde railway

station;
 is economically viable and delivers the maximum amount of employment opportunities; and
 provides high quality public spaces and community facilities.

The UDF is based on a compact and user-friendly centre with under crofting car parking to reduce the 
allocation of land for at grade car parking and to provide opportunities for land to be used for other 
purposes. The proximity of community facilities and public spaces as well as school and the future train 
station will further complement the diverse uses of the centre. The internal road network is comprised of 
east-west access from Tuckers Road and north-south access from Ballarto Road featuring low speed to 
better integrate bike and pedestrian connections. Built form and massing to address the character of the 
centre and to be of high quality and environmentally sustainable with the public realm delivers a high-quality 
landscape. Non-retail uses, such as high-density residential developments, are also supported to enhance 
the MTC. Refer to Attachment 2 for the final version of the Clyde MTC UDF.

Community Engagement

The UDF was placed on public exhibition for 28 days, from 1 June 2018 to 28 June 2018. Advertising 
notices were sent out to properties directly abutting the precinct as well as external state authorities 
including Melbourne Water, South East Water, AusNet Electricity, Transport for Victoria, CFA, VicTrack, 
VicRoads, Department of Education and Training (DET) and VPA. 

A total of five submissions was received, two submissions from the adjoining properties and three from state 
authorities. Refer to Attachment 3 for a copy of all submissions. 

The submissions from the two adjoining properties are largely supportive of the proposed UDF but queried 
the following matters: 

 Allocation of land uses and at grade car parking for one of the sites within the MTC boundaries.
 Timing and staging guidelines for the delivery of the Clyde MTC.
 Designated location for the CFA Investigation site.
 Changes to the internal road network.

The applicant and Council officers responded to the raised matters by updating the UDF to its current 
version (Attachment 2). The amendments to the UDF included the removal of an area that was originally 
designated for an ‘at grade carpark’. Further, the notation was changed from ‘CFA site’ to ‘Potential CFA 
Investigation site’, which is consistent with the wording in the Clyde Creek Precinct Structure Plan. It was 
noted that the location of the CFA Investigation site will require further discussion between the landowner and 
the CFA.

The timing and staging for the delivery of the Clyde MTC is to a great degree dependent on the timing of 
infrastructure delivery for the area, detailed planning and further planning approvals, such as from external 
authorities like VicRoads. In order to maintain a degree of flexibility in the efficient delivery of the Clyde 
MTC, the submitter’s suggestion to deliver stages 3 and 4 of the town centre simultaneously was not 
adopted. Ultimately, any timing and staging as indicated within high-level strategic plans, such as this UDF, 
is considered a guideline and flexible to changes where required and appropriate.  
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Details of the submissions by the three state authorities are summarised as below:

Transport for Victoria (TfV)  

 Additional land is required to be set aside for the future Clyde Railway Station.
 Realignment and design of Twyford Road needed to provide access to the future station and

interchange facilities.
 Location of commuter parking areas and the designated land use for the parking areas.
 Connectivity to the MTC core.
 Signalisation required at the intersection of Twyford Road and Ballarto Road.
 Road adjacent to the Indoor Recreation facility needs to be upgraded to a bus capable connector

street to allow for bus movements.
 Dedicated bike lanes along the main streets to prevent conflict between large vehicles and vulnerable

road uses.
 Limited parking spaces along the main streets to limit traffic impact within the centre core.

VicRoads

 Raised the same concerns as listed from TfV above.

The comments provided from TfV have resulted in several meetings between the applicants, Council 
officers, TfV and VPA, as the requests for additional land for the future station and the realignment of 
Twyford Road have significant implications to the UDF. 

The applicant has made changes to the UDF to address the concerns raised by TfV. The landowners 
affected by the changes have reached an agreement with TfV/State Government and TfV has provided a 
written confirmation on January 2019 to Council’s officer detailing their support for the UDF in its current 
form.    

Department of Education and Training (DET) 

 The proposed site layout has the potential to accommodate an efficient layout of a school despite the
change to the MTC layout that alters the shape of the government school lot.

 Safe access connecting the school and indoor facilities should be created as the new layout created a
new road separating the proposed school and indoor facilities.

As a result of the above comments, the UDF has been amended to specify the requirement for safe 
pedestrian crossings between the Indoor Sports facility and Government Secondary School to promote the 
shared use of facilities. It has also highlighted that the need for safe pedestrian crossings at key locations to 
support pedestrian movement between Council facilities, future train station, the retail core of the centre and 
car parking areas.

Overall, the UDF in its current form has addressed concerns raised in the submissions. The changes are 
generally considered minor in nature and have no impacts on adjoining landowners other than those who 
submitted the concerns. As such, it was not considered necessary to re-exhibit the UDF to the public. 

The discussions have also considered the negotiation of terms in the s173 agreements, which has delayed 
the adoption of the UDF until now. 
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Referrals

The UDF was referred to various internal departments within Council including Urban Design, Recreation 
Planning, Traffic and Drainage. The comments received from all internal departments were largely 
supportive of the UDF subject to some minor changes. The suggested changes have been taken into 
consideration and have been incorporated in the current version of the UDF. 

Section 173 agreements

The realignment of the Clyde MTC boundary has resulted in the need to redistribute the public land required 
for Clyde Development Contribution Plan (DCP) infrastructure projects across three properties known as 75 
Tuckers Road, 1625 Ballarto Road and 30 & 150 Twyford Road. Consequently, this affects the calculation 
of the compensation values for Clyde DCP projects and the Public Open Space calculation required under 
Clause 53 of Casey’s Planning Scheme. Further, Council has already entered into an existing s173 
infrastructure agreement for one of the sites (Eliston Estate) and provided Works-In-kind (WIK) credits. 
Accordingly, it is necessary for Council and landowners to enter into a s173 agreement to detail the varied 
terms, land areas and any financial calculations for compensation and equalisation concurrent with the 
approval of the Clyde MTC UDF. 

The s173 agreements have been prepared by Council’s lawyers and executed by the landowners. The 
approval of this report will delegate the Chief Executive Officer to execute the agreement on behalf of 
Council. The existing s173 agreement with Eliston Estate will also end upon the registration of the new 
agreement.   

Financial Implications 

The total amount of DCP projects as agreed in the s173 Agreements, is approximately $18million. 

This consists of land parcels for two road intersections, an indoor recreation facility, a sporting oval and a 
community facility. The delivery of these DCP projects will result in reimbursement from both the DCP and 
POS reserves. These liabilities will be offset by the overall development contribution levy and public open 
space income that is forecast for all properties involved. The commitments have been considered in light of 
Council’s 10-year capital work program and the program for provision of funds from the Contribution 
Reserve. As such, it is not considered the s173 agreements would place either the DCP or POS funding 
reserves in financial risk or limit any pre-existing commitments.  

Details of the impact on the DCP and POS cash reserves is detailed in confidential Attachment 4. 

All payments are made based on evidence that all works and assets are to Council’s satisfaction.

Officer Direct or Indirect Interest

No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a direct or indirect interest in matters for 
consideration.

Conclusion

Based on the above, it is considered that the Clyde MTC UDF has satisfactorily addressed the requirements 
of the Clyde Creek PSP and is to the satisfaction of both Council’s internal departments and external 
authorities.  
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A UDF is a high-level strategic document that helps to inform the future development of an area, without 
providing the detail required under a planning permit application for a development. Any future use and/or 
development of the land would be subject to the applicable permit approvals required under the Casey 
Planning Scheme, with matters relating to floor area, design, car parking, landscaping, use, etc. to be 
considered under any application. The application would also be required to be generally in accordance with 
the approved UDF.

The Clyde MTC UDF represents an opportunity to integrate a diverse range of uses such as commercial, 
employment, community and residential developments in a centre that will be well serviced by public 
transport and promote pedestrian and bike connectivity. The UDF will deliver community benefit and attract 
investment. It is, hence, recommended to adopt the document and execute the s173 agreements.

Attachments

1. Details of landowners and developers within the Clyde Major Town Centre (Confidential) [5.2.1 - 1
page]

2. Updated Draft Clyde Major Town Centre Urban Design Framework - PLN E 03054-16- Mesh -
Updated 17-12- [5.2.2 - 55 pages]

3. Submissions received for the Clyde MTC UDF [5.2.3 - 15 pages]
4. Authorisation of Payments from Contribution and Public Open Space reserves (Confidential) [5.2.4 -

1 page]

Recommendation 

1. That Council adopts the Clyde Major Town Centre Urban Design Framework in accordance
with Attachment 2.

2. That Council authorises the CEO to enter into Section 173 Agreements that implement DCP
infrastructure in accordance with the Planning and Environment Act 1987 for 75 Tuckers Road,
1625 Ballarto Road and 30 and 150 Twyford Road Clyde and make all payments from POS and
DCP reserves generally in accordance with Attachment 4.



Confidential Attachment

ITEM: 5.2 

Clyde Major Town Centre Urban Design Framework 

In accordance with section 77 (2)(c), the information in this attachment has been deemed confidential 
information by the Chief Executive Officer under Section 89 (2)(a) of the Local Government Act 1989 as it 

contains personnel matters

Attachment 5.2.1
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Clyde Major Town Centre - Urban Design Framework - May 20192

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Overview

Mesh has been commissioned by National Pacific 
Properties to prepare an Urban Design Framework 
(UDF) for the Clyde Major Town Centre (MTC) in 
accordance with the requirements of the Clyde Creek 
Precinct Structure Plan (PSP). The PSP requires 
approval of an UDF (as per the requirements of the 
Casey Planning Scheme) prior to the issue of a planning 
permit (unless consent from the Responsible Authority 
and Victorian Planning Authority is granted).  The UDF 
is to be used as the overarching guidance tool for key 
stakeholders involved with the design and development 
process of the Clyde MTC. 

The UDF has been developed in collaboration with 
various stakeholders including:

The UDF process included both informal and formal 
consultation with these stakeholders. Following receipt 
of feedback and requested changes, the UDF was 
amended prior to resubmission. Minor changes were 
made in response to private landowner submissions 
and more extensive changes were made in the vicinity 
of the future railway station and other internal changes 
in response to a request from Transport for Victoria in 
association with VicRoads. The changes will ensure 
that future provision and integration of public transport 
is possible.

1.2. Purpose of the Urban Design Framework

The purpose of the UDF is to develop a mechanism 
to reach a shared understanding between developers, 
landowners, architects, future tenants, Council, 
VicRoads, PTV/TfV, VPA, VicTrack and other key 
stakeholders regarding the future development of the 
Clyde MTC.

The intention of the document is to provide guidance 
relating to the overall vision and structure of the Clyde 
MTC and the strategic principles for future development.  
The detailed development of the individual components 
of the MTC and surrounding land will be realised 
through future planning permit applications following 
the approval of this UDF. A planning application for use 
and/or development on land shown as the Clyde Major 
Town Centre must be consistent with this UDF.

The UDF is intended to be used by a range of 
stakeholders that have a role in the planning permit 
approval process for the Clyde MTC.

Project 
TeamM
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h 
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c             Ratio            N
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1.3. UDF Structure

The UDF adopts a logical and transparent structure 
which analyses the site and its context combined with 
key elements and then details the Objectives, Strategies 
and Guidelines to be met through future planning 
applications in order to achieve the overarching vision 
of the MTC.  
 
Objectives – Must be achieved by the development of 
the MTC.

Strategies – Have been identified to assist in achieving 
the identified Objectives.

Guidelines – The Guidelines provide a series of 
requirements that must or should be complied with 
in order to deliver on the objectives and activate the 
strategies. 

Attachment 5.2.2
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2. POLICY CONTEXT

2.1. Zoning and Overlays

Urban Growth Zone, Schedule 7

The Clyde Creek PSP is subject to the Urban Growth 
Zone, Schedule 7.  Schedule 7 to the Urban Growth 
Zone identifies the Clyde MTC with an underlying zone 
of Commercial 1. The purpose of the Commercial 1 
Zone is:

 > To implement the State Planning Policy Framework 
and the Local Planning Policy Framework, including 
the Municipal Strategic Statement and local 
planning policies.

 > To create vibrant mixed use commercial centres 
for retail, office, business, entertainment and 
community uses.

 > To provide for residential uses at densities 
complementary to the role and scale of the 
commercial centre.

 
The underlying Commercial 1 Zone has informed the 
preparation of this UDF to ensure that proposed uses 
and development proposed in this UDF can be realised.

Development Contributions Plan Overlay, Schedule 15

The Clyde Creek PSP is subject to the Clyde 
Development Contributions Plan (DCP).  Development 
contributions will not be required to be paid as part of 
the preparation of the UDF, yet will be triggered through 
the planning or building permit process.

2.2. Clyde Creek Precinct Structure Plan

The Clyde Creek PSP identifies the Clyde MTC as the 
only MTC within the Precinct. Two Neighbourhood 
Activity Centres (NAC) have also been identified to be 
included within the Precinct.  One NAC is proposed to be 
located to the north of Pattersons Road on the western 
side of Tuckers Road while the second NAC is proposed 
to be located on the southern side of Hardys Road to 
the west of Pound Road.  Figure 1 includes the Future 
Urban Structure and identifies the location of MTC as 
per the Clyde Creek PSP.

The MTC is identified to include 40-50,000m2 of 
retail floor space and 40-50,000m2 of commercial 
floor space.  The MTC is proposed to service both the 
Thompson Road PSP, the Casey Fields South PSP 
and the Clyde Creek PSP population.  The Clyde Creek 
PSP states that the MTC should include a full range of 
community, business and residential uses and projects 
that once fully developed the MTC has the ability to 
employ 5,600 people.  Figure 2 includes a concept for 
the Clyde Major Town Centre as per the Clyde Creek 
PSP.  

There are inconsistencies between the Future Urban 
Structure (Plan 2) and the Clyde Major Town Centre 
Concept within the PSP and likewise between the PSP 
and proposed UDF. In such instances, the Approved 
UDF with respect to location of land uses is to take 
precedence and development must occur in accordance 
with the approved UDF.  

The PSP states that a UDF must be prepared in 
consultation with the Victorian Planning Authority and 
approved by the Responsible Authority prior to, or in 
conjunction with, the lodgement of any planning permit 
applications for subdivision, use and/or development 

for land within the boundary identified for the UDF 
within the PSP.

The PSP also identifies a number of Objectives and 
Requirements and Guidelines for the MTC to be 
developed in accordance with which have been a key 
consideration in preparing the UDF.  

2.3 VPA – Draft Guide to Urban Design 
Frameworks in Greenfield Growth Areas,  
June 2017

The VPA have recently prepared draft guidelines to 
assist with the preparation of UDF’s in greenfield growth 
areas.  The Guidelines identify the form and function 
UDFs should take when planning for greenfield sites.  
The Guidelines build on Planning Practice Note 17, 
Preparation and Use of UDFs.  The revised UDF has 
had consideration to the draft Guidelines and follows 
a similar layout, but generally covers all the key tasks 
and outputs identified in the Guidelines, including waste 
collection requirements.
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FIGURE 01 - Clyde Creek PSP FIGURE 02 - Clyde Creek PSP MTC - Concept
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3.  SITE AND SURROUNDING 
CONTEXT

3.1. Regional context

The subject site is located within Clyde, just north 
of the existing Clyde Township.  The site is located 
approximately 55km south-east of Melbourne in the 
South East Growth Corridor and more specifically in the 
Clyde Creek Precinct Structure Plan.  

3.2. Local and site context

The Clyde MTC is proposed to be located on a parcel 
of land of approximately 57ha.  The site is an inboard 
site strategically located on the northern side of Ballarto 
Road, the western side of Tuckers Road and to east 
(inboard) of Clyde Five Ways Road.  

The MTC also adjoins Twyford Road on the south-
western boundary, with an unused railway line and the 
existing Clyde Township located on the south-western 
side of Twyford Road.  

The Clyde Township contains a number of dwellings 
with heritage values.

Ballarto Road is currently unsealed from Clyde Five 
Ways Road to Twyford Road, however will ultimately 
perform an arterial function and be a key access point 
to the MTC in the future.  In the interim Twyford Road 
is a declared arterial road, however on the upgrade of 
Ballarto Road, the arterial function of Twyford Road will 
be downgraded.

Surrounding the MTC, planning permits for residential 
development have been issued to the north of the site 
(Hartleigh Estate) and to the east of the site (Eliston) 

with additional residential development approvals 
further to the north.  The surrounding residential 
developments have commenced which has included 
upgrades to the existing broader road network (Clyde 
Five Ways Road, Patterson’s Road and Tuckers Road).

The existing road network provides limited exposure 
for the MTC to the existing arterial road network.  The 
barrier created by the railway and lack of direct access 
from Clyde-Five Ways, Tuckers and Ballarto Road also 
reduces accessibility to the site from the areas to the 
west prior to the ultimate road network being delivered.  

The development of the Clyde MTC  and the rate of 
residential growth surrounding the MTC site has the 
potential to assist in expediting the Clyde Train Station 
which is proposed to be located just to the south-west 
of the MTC on Twyford Road.

To the east of Bells Road is land to be developed as part 
of the Cardinia Creek South PSP. 

To the south of Ballarat Road is land to be included as 
part of the Clyde South PSP. The VPA have not indicated 
a timeframe for the Clyde South PSP to commence.
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FIGURE 03 - Site Aerial (UDF Boundary shown)
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FIGURE 04 -  Existing Conditions Plan
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3.3  Development Opportunities & Constraints

When reviewing the site and surrounding context and undertaking a detailed site analysis for the MTC a number of 
opportunities and constraints have been identified which are influential in preparation of the UDF.

 

Future train station offers strategic 
advantage and a positive land use/
transport relationship. 

The topography of the site includes 
ridgelines which creates a unique 
opportunity to undercroft some car 
parking. 

Under crofting of car parking will provide 
an opportunity to reduce the footprint of 
the MTC and provide a more compact 
and user-friendly centre. 

Reducing the footprint of the centre will 
create opportunities to release land for 
other purposes complementary to the 
MTC.

Unique Destination drawing a larger 
catchment due to its proximity to rural 
Gippsland region.

Uncertain timing in regards to the 
delivery of the station. 

The station will require a significant 
amount of land for car parking and 
stabling requirements. 

Uncertainty in regards to grade 
separation requirements for the 
railway line. 

Upgrade of Arterial Road network 
required for appropriate access to the 
MTC. 

Residential projects to the north and 
west of the MTC have been advanced 
prior to the of planning for the MTC.

Located to South-east of the currently 
planned residential catchment. MTC 
not well positioned to gain exposure to 
passing traffic in the interim years. 

Clyde Five Ways Road is the only existing 
north-south link which offers sub-regional 
connectivity. 

Tuckers Road will eventually complement 
Clyde Five Ways Road but the southerly 
extension is likely to only be a long term 
benefit for the MTC. 

The UDF area is in fragmented ownership, 
however the core of the MTC can be 
located within the one landholding.

Constraints Opportunities
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4. KEY OBJECTIVES

4.1. Key objectives

The MTC will comprise an intensive mix of uses, 
creating a walkable, well-connected sustainable 
compact, street-based centre that fosters human 
activity and well-being and maximises proximity to the 
future Clyde station.

 > Deliver a placed based activity centre that creates 
‘places for people’. 

 > To create a MTC that is connected and accessible 
via multiple modes of transport while ensuring the 
centre integrates and furthers the objectives, value 
and attractiveness of the surrounding residential 
developments. 

 > To ensure the MTC is economically viable.

 > To ensure the MTC delivers the maximum amount 
of employment opportunities.

 > To ensure the design can be successfully 
implemented in the short term while recognising 
the long term goals.

 > To ensure that the MTC is supported by a number 
of accessible, high quality public spaces.

 > To provide capacity for 40-50,000sqm of retail 
floor space and 40-50,000sqm of commercial 
development.
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Clyde Major Town Centre - Urban Design Framework - May 201910

5. DESIGN FRAMEWORK 

The UDF has been prepared in response to: 

 > Planning context including the PSP Objectives, 
Strategies and Guidelines 

 > Opportunities and constraints identified in the site 
analysis

 > Key learnings from other MTC’s

 > Developer/landowner aspirations

 > Economic viability

 > Review of best practice

 > Feedback from Government agencies, service 
authorities and landowners.

This has resulted in a reconfiguration of the layout of 
the MTC as opposed to what is proposed by the Town 
Centre Concept Plan in the PSP (Figure 2). 

Under crofting of car parking will provide an opportunity 
to reduce the allocation of land for at grade car parking 
and provide a more compact and user-friendly centre.  
In return this creates an opportunity to release land with 
the MTC for other purposes. This is achieved while also 
delivering all elements as outlined in the PSP concept 
plan in a more compact and urban form. 

With the MTC being an inboard site, an influencing 
design consideration was the inboard location of the 
site, in particular in the interim where the MTC will not 
have direct access to the arterial road network.  

Despite the above, the Framework has included all the 
land uses identified in the PSP for the MTC, yet provides 
a responsive design to a range of influencing factors.  
The design is considered to be generally in accordance 
with the PSP.

The UDF provides an opportunity to assist in 
stimulating the delivery of surrounding uses such as 
the Government Secondary School, the train station and 
community facilities.  The development of the Clyde 
MTC has the potential to assist in achieving the delivery 
of major infrastructure in the region. 

The Plans in the UDF refer to a range of land uses 
including office/commercial, mixed use and medium/
high density residential.  The MTC has an underlying 
zoning of Commercial 1 Zone and all uses within the 
UDF area will be required to be consistent with the 
Commercial 1 Zone provisions. 
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FIGURE 05 -  Urban Design Framework Plan
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5.1 Land Uses

As identified in the Clyde Creek PSP, a wide range of 
uses are to be accommodated within the MTC.  These 
uses are required to be integrated and support each 
other to ensure a highly useable and legible MTC is 
delivered that maximises beneficial relationships 
wherever possible. In preparing the UDF careful 
consideration has been given to ensuring uses that 
complement and enhance each other are co-located to 
achieve maximum benefit in regards to the functionality 
and convenience of the Centre.  

The impact of uses on the quality of the built 
environment and the relationships between uses 
has been structured to ensure the MTC is a vibrant 
and viable centre where commercial, employment, 
community and residential opportunities can be 
realised, while maximising the short and long term 
potential of the Centre.

As previously identified the site configuration provides 
an opportunity to under croft a large portion of the 
car parking under the town centre core with at grade 
car parking also proposed. The under crofting of car 
parking has allowed for a significant reduction in the 
footprint of the town centre core  which has created a 
more compact pedestrian friendly environment, whilst 
also creating opportunities to further activate the 
Centre through additional residential and mixed uses 
surrounding the town centre core.

The following sections explain the important parts of 
the land use framework that is contained within the 
UDF. 
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Strategic role of the town 
centre core

Strategies

 > To accommodate the majority of the 40-
50,000sqm of retail floor space within the town 
centre core.

 > To ensure the town centre core and surrounds 
have the capacity to accommodate a further 40-
50,000sqm of commercial development.  

 > To ensure that peripheral land, including the mixed 
use areas, do not detract from the role and viability 
of the town centre core.

 > To ensure that Main Street and High Street are the 
focal point of the Centre and the primary driver 
of promoting and accommodating community 
interaction within the public realm.  

 > To ensure anchor tenants are located with a 
positive relationship to specialty shops, car parking 
and Main Street.

 > To strategically locate retail and commercial 
buildings within the town centre core to minimise 
the dominance of car parking on the public realm.

 > To create opportunities for key commercial and 
retail buildings to form gateways, landmarks and a 
sense of arrival into the town centre core.

 > To provide for a combination of privately owned 
and managed public spaces on Main Street/High 
Street in conjunction with the Council owned and 
managed Town Square/Town Park to provide 
amenity and encourage visitation to the town 
centre core.

2.LAND USES

Land Uses

The town centre core 
has been deliberately 
located at the heart of the 
town centre. The primary 
role of the town centre 
will be to accommodate 
the higher order retail 
and associated land 
uses where the land 
use density will be 
maximised.

Guidelines

 > Any under croft car parking should be designed to 
assist with the activation of Main Street by avoiding 
unsightly access points on Main Street and by 
enabling direct access for pedestrians to Main 
Street from any undercroft parking.

 > The main internal access point to each quadrant 
within the town centre core must be from Main Street 
or High Street.

 > Anchor retail tenants should not be visually 
dominant on Main Street but must be located to be 
conveniently accessible to Main Street, off street 
car parking and so users of the anchor tenants 
are required to pass a range of speciality shops to 
assist with the activation and viability of the centre.

 > Fine grain retail must be located along Main Street 
and High Street.

 > On street car parking along Main Street, High 
Street and other streets is encouraged to assist 
with activation and to provide short term parking 
opportunities.

 > Where dedicated at-grade car parking areas are 
provided within the town centre core and which 
are accessible via Main Street or High Street, the 
car parks are to be sleeved as far as is practical to 
ensure car parking is not the dominant feature of 
the public realm. 

 > Retail and commercial buildings must be 
strategically located to assist in forming gateways, 
landmarks and sense of arrival into the town centre 
core.

 > Applications for the delivery of the Town Centre 
core must incorporate under-croft / underground 
car parking as a fundamental element.

Land Uses
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Complementary land uses 
 

Strategies

 > To strategically locate people attracting uses 
throughout the Centre with key anchors in each 
quadrant of the town centre core to ensure 
activation of the entire centre and the generation 
of pedestrian movements along Main Street and 
throughout the Centre.

 > To develop the MTC with a range of complementary 
land uses that encourage co-location of uses 
where shared car parking or other land use benefits 
can be maximised. This should include a range 
of community uses that also have a high level of 
interaction with a town park.  

 > To provide a high level of activation within the MTC 
during the day and night and utilise the opportunity 
for seasonal/temporary uses where appropriate.

 > Support the establishment of interim land uses 
only where they:

• are consistent with and do not detract from 
the vision of the MTC;

• do not cause fragmentation of existing lots; 
and 

• do not jeopardise the transfer of nominated 
land for any public purposes.

Guidelines

 > The MTC must deliver a diverse range of land uses 
to assist in activating the Centre and catering for 
the range of users of the Centre.

 > Land uses should be developed generally in 
accordance with Figure 6 including a street 
based town centre core with shared car parking 
opportunities and a mix of land uses.

 > Community uses are essential to the activation 
of Main Street and the core of the town centre. 
The community uses should occupy prominent 
locations and promote visitation, active transport 
and a positive sense of place.

 > Land uses must not conflict with surrounding 
land uses in regards to amenity impacts, vehicle 
movements, built form and landscaping outcomes.

 > Provision should be made for a range of private and 
publicly owned open space to complement the mix 
of land uses. The open space should be used to 
accommodate a range of active and passive uses 
and promote visitation and pedestrian amenity.

 > To create a vibrant centre by supporting residential 
development at medium to high densities 
complementary to the role and scale of the MTC.

 > Applications within the the periphery of the Town 
Centre core must demonstrate that the application 
does not compromise the delivery of under-croft / 
underground car parking.

Land Uses

The Major Town Centre 
must contain a mix of 
uses that support and 
enhance each other, 
promote visitation for a 
range of purposes and 
add to the character and 
identity of the centre.
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15Clyde Major Town Centre - Urban Design Framework - May 2019

Open space as a setting for 
diverse land uses
 

Strategies

 > To create a series of town squares and parks that 
provide for a diverse range of passive recreation 
while enhancing the amenity of the MTC. 

 > To ensure the town squares located on Main Street 
and High Street form a key land use with the town 
centre core.

 > To ensure the town squares and town park are 
located to maximise their benefit to a number of 
uses (retail and non-retail), are key destination 
points and deliver a high level of amenity.

 > To facilitate a Town Square and Town Park that 
caters for seasonal/temporary events. 

Guidelines  

 > The Town Squares and Town Park must be 
generally located in the location identified in Figure 
6. 

 > The internal edges to Town Squares and Town Park 
must be defined, have an urban character and be a 
safe and vibrant place for the community to meet 
and gather through the following:

• Any built form edges to Town Squares and the 
Town Park should activate and enhance these 
public spaces.

• Land uses surrounding the Town Squares and 
the Town Park must provide active frontages 
and passive surveillance to the open spaces, 
which should include the use of clear glazing 
at ground floor level and opportunities for uses 
with an outdoor presence such as al-fresco 
dining or community spill out areas to the 
park. 

 > Heights and setbacks of buildings should minimise 
overshadowing of open spaces.

 > A landscape masterplan must be prepared and 
approved by Council for all opens space areas and 
ensure the open space:

• lighting is carefully integrated in the plan to 
enhance visibility and natural surveillance of 
parks and open spaces; 

• integrates landscaping physically and visually 
with adjoining land uses by providing strong 
visual and pedestrian links;

• achieves activation day and night (including 
appropriate night lighting);

• incorporates both hard and soft areas (as 
appropriate) to cater for range of user’s needs;

• identifies components of the open space to be 
in public or private ownership; 

• includes a range of furniture that is consistent 
with the approved material palette by the 
responsible authority to assist in activating the 
space as a community meeting and gathering 
space;

• include a range of landscaping forms including 
canopy trees; and

• the design of the Town Square should be 
flexible, functional, comfortable, convenient, 
sustainable and well connected. The area of 
the square must be 0.2ha. Area of the town 
park must be 0.5ha.

Land Uses

To deliver a range of 
open spaces that are 
responsive to their 
context and that meet 
the needs of a variety 
of users. The spaces 
include a district level 
open space, a local open 
space, a town park, a 
town square and other 
privately owned spaces 
along Main Street and 
High Street

Land Uses
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Non retail uses to support 
the town centre
 

Strategies

 > To ensure areas within the MTC identified for mixed 
use provide a variety of retail, commercial and 
residential opportunities and create a transition 
zone between the retail core and residential areas.

 > To encourage mixed use, SOHO and high density 
housing in locations that support, enhance and 
activate the MTC.

 > To encourage high density residential development 
to assist in creating a transition between the 
intensity of the main retail core and conventional 
residential development surrounding the MTC.  

Guidelines

 > Residential development should be minimised on 
mixed use land that adjoins either the retail core, 
council community facilities, the train station or any 
commercial/office areas. 

 > Higher density residential should generally be in 
accordance with the better apartment guidelines.

 > High density housing within the MTC should be 
located within walking distance to key facilities 
and amenity while assisting in creating a transition 
between the intensity of the main retail core and 
medium/conventional residential development 
surrounding the MTC.  

 > Uses within the MTC should be located to 
ensure there are no adverse amenity impacts 
on surrounding residential areas as a result of 
inappropriate uses being located in proximity to 
residential areas

 > Development must minimise amenity and noise 
impacts as a result of the mix of land uses.  This 
will be achieved through maintaining separation 
and transitional areas between retail and housing 
uses such as open space, road networks and 
appropriate non-retail uses.

Land Uses

Incorporating a diverse 
range of non-retail uses 
to support, enhance 
and activate the MTC in 
appropriate locations.
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Land Uses
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5.2 Movement Network

Movement and connectivity is an integral component 
to the successful delivery of the Clyde MTC.  Providing 
a highly connected MTC that is conveniently accessible 
by a range of transport modes will be a key influence in 
attracting users to the centre and achieving a vibrant 
and activated centre.

The Movement Plan visually represents the objectives 
for the Centre through acknowledging the emphasis on 
pedestrian connections to key destinations, in addition 
to the overall site providing high levels of pedestrian 
permeability and amenity.  The Movement Plan also 
demonstrates the importance of the link between the 
future train station and town centre core.

As previously indicated, the existing site conditions have 
provided an opportunity to under croft a large portion 
of car parking beneath the town centre core with some 
at grade car parking also proposed.  The under crofting 
of car parking has resulted in a significant reduction 
in the footprint of the centre which has created a 
more compact pedestrian friendly environment that 
maximises energy efficiencies and the walkable 
catchment.

In regards to the surrounding road and infrastructure 
network (road and rail) it is anticipated that the initial 
stages of the MTC will be developed prior to the ultimate 
network being delivered.  

It is significant in this context to note that ultimate 
delivery of the MTC objectives relies on the key 
infratructure projects that are either side of the UDF 
area (e.g. Ballarto Road widening) or that will be 
delivered by the state government (e.g. Clyde railway 
station etc). Progressive implementation of the 
transport network will require detailed assessment of 
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Movement NetworkMovement Network

intersections by council, VicRoads and TfV during the 
management process.

It is critical as part of the interim stages of the 
development that the design preserves the delivery 
of the proposed ultimate road and rail conditions.  
Ensuring the design of the MTC will function with the 
ultimate network has been a key influence in preparing 
the UDF.

It is also very important to ensure that the movement 
network positively incorporates a sense of place and 
context for retail and other activities. The design of 
streets will need to make provision for street trees and 
possibly water sensitive urban design treatments as 
well as waste collection and provison of loading bays 
for deliveries in locations that are well screened and/ 
or separated from primary frontages and other access 
points. 
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A positive relationship to 
public transport
 

Strategies

 > To ensure a vibrant and compact east-west Main 
Street is delivered that has a strong link to the 
future train station.

 > To ensure strong pedestrian and cycling links are 
available between the train station and Main Street.

 > To ensure Main Street is easily locatable from the 
train station and the train station is identifiable 
from Main Street.

 > To ensure the MTC is supported by a strong bus 
network that provides convenient access to the 
centre and the train station and builds on the 
aspiration of delivering a non-car dependent 
Centre.

Guidelines

 > Connectivity between Main Street and the train 
station must be a priority in the design of the MTC.

 > Main Street must provide visual and wayfinding 
links to ensure the train station is easily identifiable 
from Main Street.

 > Access to Main Street must be easily identifiable 
for visitors to the MTC when exiting the train 
station.

 > The bus route through the MTC should ensure bus 
stops are located within the town centre core and 
the train station precinct.

 > Bus stops should be provided in locations that are 
both highly visible and accessible.

A direct, activated east-
west link between the 
town centre core and the 
future train station and a 
bus route that supports 
the station and MTC.

Movement Network
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Exposure to the arterial road 
network and a connector 
road as a key structural link 
through the MTC

Strategies

 > To ensure the MTC in its ultimate achieves positive 
relationships to the surrounding arterial road 
network.

 > To ensure the gateways to the MTC are visible and 
accessible from the arterial road network in its 
ultimate design.

 > To ensure the interim design preserves the delivery 
of the proposed ultimate road network both internal 
and external to the site.  

 > To ensure the north-south collector road (High 
Street) plays a key role in bringing traffic and 
focussing activity into the town centre core.

 > To support the surrounding connector road 
network with a distributed network of lower order 
local roads.

Guidelines

 > Built form with a frontage to the arterial road 
network must be aesthetically pleasing through 
providing an attractive interface to the road and 
must not be designed to back onto the arterial road 
network.

 > Back of the house facilities should not be visible 
from the arterial road network.

 > The MTC must be designed to ensure its key 
gateways are accessible from the surrounding 
arterial roads and provide a sense of arrival through 
an articulated and legible entry for visitors entering 
the Centre.

 > Any interim access arrangements to the MTC must 
not impact on the ability to deliver the ultimate road 
network.

 > High Street must be designed to be the key north-
south link through the MTC.

 > The lower order road network must support the 
connector road network by ensuring that the local 
road network is designed to provide convenient 
access to complementary land uses that are not 
located on main street.

 > Staged development must deliver necessary 
upgrades to the existing and future arterial road 
network including intersections in consultation 
with VicRoads and Council to ensure the safe and 
efficient movement of vehicles.

Leveraging exposure to 
the arterial road network 
with the collector road 
network performing 
the key structural link 
through the town centre 
core.

Movement NetworkMovement Network
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Main Street performing 
multiple roles in the network
 

Strategies

 > To deliver Main Street with a highly activated 
pedestrian network.

 > To recognise the importance of vehicle movements 
to assist in activating Main Street and providing 
convenient on street car parking opportunities.

 > To ensure that the secondary street network 
supports the pedestrian priority of Main Street by 
providing alternative access to car parking and 
service areas.  

Guidelines

 > Main Street must accommodate wide pedestrian 
pavements that deliver a high level of amenity and 
activation through landscaping, robust and well-
coordinated street furniture, al fresco dining, street 
lighting and high quality public realm features that 
create a comfortable and a pedestrian friendly 
environment. Main street must be constructed in 
accordance with Section E on page 27. 

 > Main Street should maximise short term on-
street car parking to allow convenient car parking 
opportunities in front of retail uses.

 > Main Street should not be used for heavy vehicle 
movements to ensure it is a pedestrian friendly 
environment.

 > Main street design should demonstrate water 
sensitive urban design initiatives which integrate 
storm water, groundwater and waste water 
management and water supply to minimise 
environmental impact and create an aesthetically 
pleasing environment.

 > Main Street speed should be max of 40 km/h.

 > The secondary street network should provide 
alternate entry points to the town centre and 
encourage walking and cycling to the centre.

 > There should be no vehicular entry on main street 
within the fine grain retail based activity zone. 
Vehicular access to the car park areas on Main 
Street should be provided away from the core and 
off the secondary street network. 

Movement Network

Delivering Main Street 
as the central spine 
of the MTC with 
pedestrian network 
while recognising the 
importance of vehicle 
movements to assist 
in supporting high 
pedestrian activity along 
the street.
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Movement NetworkMovement Network

A connected pedestrian/ 
cycle network
 

Strategies

 > To emphasise permeability and continuity within 
the MTC for pedestrians and cyclists with a high 
level of integration and connectivity to the open 
space network, the train station, surrounding 
residential development and non-retail uses.

 > To encourage access to the MTC via public 
transport, pedestrian and cycling means rather 
than solely by a private vehicle through ensuring 
a strong path network and connections to 
public transport and surrounding residential 
developments.

Guidelines

 > Safe and easily navigable pedestrian and cycling 
routes must be provided from the town centre 
core to key uses and destinations surrounding the 
Centre.

 > The town centre core and key destinations within 
the MTC must provide bicycle parking.

 > The MTC must provide for safe, inviting and 
attractive streetscapes at night.  This should 
include lighting that illuminate’s footpaths under 
building awnings and appropriate lighting levels in 
all pedestrian areas.

 > Must provide end of trip facilities for cyclists, 
including showers and change facilities.

 > Safe pedestrian crossings must be provided on 
High Street between the Indoor Sports facility and 
Government Secondary School to promote the 
shared use of facilities.

 > Safe pedestrian crossings must be provided at key 
locations to support pedestrian movement between 
Council facilities, the future train station, the retail 
core and car parking areas.

A connected pedestrian/
cycle network that 
encourages walking and 
cycling as an alternate 
mode of transport.
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Harnessing landform 
to create structural 
opportunities for car parking 

Strategies

 > To utilise the existing site conditions to deliver a 
component of the car parking required for the town 
centre core as under croft car parking.

 > To provide a diverse range of car parking 
opportunities including under croft, at grade and on 
street parking. 

Guidelines

 > Each quadrant within the town centre core must 
include under croft car parking.

 > The primary pedestrian access points to the under 
croft car park must be from Main Street to assist 
with activating pedestrian movements on Main 
Street.

 > A portion of car parking must be provided at 
grade and on street (including Main Street) to 
ensure there are a range of convenient car parking 
opportunities within the town centre core.

 > At grade car parking areas should be screened 
with built form edges to streets. Where this is not 
possible landscaped edges should be provided 
between car parking and street edges/ frontages.

 > Canopy tree planting should be provided in all at 
grade car parking areas.

 > All stages of development within the retail core 
must deliver under-croft car parking so as to 
achieve the underlying vision of a compact town 
centre.

 > Every stage of development must demonstrate 
how it achieves the vertical and horizontal grades 
necessary to ensure a cohesive street based 
environment with undercroft and / or underground 
car parking.

 > Car parking should not be provided across land 
earmarked for future commercial along Ballarto 
and Tuckers Road.

 > Preparation of stage plans must consider waste 
collection requirements and provision for loading 
bays at the rear of buildings. 

3.MOVEMENT

Movement Network

Responding to the 
existing site conditions 
(ridgelines) that creates 
opportunities to under 
croft car parking.
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Movement Network

 > Main Street should incorporate a continuous built 
form/ active street frontage except where access 
is required to internal sleeved or undercroft car 
parking. 
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5.3 Built-form and Massing 

The MTC has been designed to provide a highly 
activated, convenient and functional Centre with careful 
consideration given to climatic conditions.  Melbourne’s 
unpredictable climate has been a key consideration to 
ensure the Centre is useable and creates positive and 
enjoyable experiences for visitors to the centre all year 
round.  

To address the climate conditions, the MTC proposes 
to deliver a hybrid model of internal and external spaces 
with a traditional Main Street.  High quality built form 
and architectural features are proposed to assist with 
enhancing Main Street and delivering a high quality and 
diverse public realm.

The town centre core is proposed to be developed with 
four quadrants all of which will be directly accessible 
from Main Street and include internalised spaces within 
each quadrant.  A key feature of each quadrant will be 
the inclusions of protected laneways with access to 
natural light and ventilation. Primary access to each 
quadrant will be via Main Street.

While the town centre core will be the primary built form 
focus of the MTC, the centre will also be supported 
by community facilities, mixed used development 
and a future train station which provides a range of 
opportunities for key buildings to be developed outside 
of the retail core.
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FIGURE 08 - Indicative Built-form and Interface Plan
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Built-form and Massing

High quality built form 
outcomes

Strategies

 > To encourage built form that is of a high quality, 
aesthetically pleasing and with visual interest.

 > To encourage the delivery of the MTC with a 
cohesive and legible character.

 > To ensure the ultimate built form (if constructed 
in stages) is aesthetically pleasing, is visually 
appealing and functional in its interim and ultimate 
stages.

 > To ensure building heights are of an appropriate 
scale that contribute to and enhance the urban 
environment of the MTC.

 > To maximise the extent of building frontages onto 
Main Street and secondary streets to assist in 
creating a sense of enclosure to the public realm, 
activating street frontages and civic spaces while 
also providing physical and visual permeability 
between public and private domains.

 > To ensure the design has the ability to adapt and 
evolve over time to accommodate change and 
economic conditions.

 > To encourage Environmentally Sustainable Design 
outcomes within the town centre.

 > To manage the climatic conditions through 
delivering a hybrid activity centre model that 
provides internal and external spaces.

 > To deliver a built form setting that delivers a series 
of spaces along Main Street including connections 
to the train station. 

 > To deliver a series of protected laneways within 
each quadrant of the town centre core with a focus 
on natural light and ventilation.

Guidelines

 > Built form should be of high quality and deliver 
iconic and contemporary buildings that enhances 
the character of the MTC.

 > Built-form should ensure to use human scale along 
the Main Street to create an inviting street and 
public realm.

 > Over-all development should incorporate CPTED 
principles (reference to Safer Design Guidelines for 
Victoria).

 > Incorporate varied shop frontages shop treatments 
through individual treatments and design that are 
complementary to each other.

 > High density development should be generally in 
accordance with Better Apartment guidelines.

 > Where parapets are proposed, they should fit the 
general architectural detailing of the building and 
not present as a false upper level.

 > Built form must provide active interfaces towards 
the key public realm areas such as Main Street, the 
town park and town square.

 > Building entrances must be legible and pronounced 
with appropriate architectural treatments that 
provide a clear sense of address to the built form.

 > Where blank walls are unavoidable, the built form 
must provide for a high level of architectural 
articulation, landscape features and/or artwork to 
enhance the wall.

 > Servicing and back of house facilities must be 
discretely located, as practical, having regard 
to visibility to surrounding land uses.  External 
services such as roof top plant and equipment 
should be concealed when viewed from the street.

 > Building frontages should minimise deliveries and 
car parks with these uses generally located to the 
rear of the building.

 > Built form should demonstrate its ability to adapt 
and evolve over time including the use of high 
ceilings. 3.6 meters at the ground level and a 
minimum of 3.0 metres at floors above, where 
appropriate.

 > Building heights should be generally in accordance 
with the indicative heights identified in Figure 8. 
If a proposed development exceeds the preferred 
height this may be considered and will be assessed 
using a performance based approach.

 > Buildings proposed to be used as offices should 
be a minimum of two storeys in height and be of 
an urban character that enhances the MTC.  Any 
interim design must ensure the long term vision of 
multi storey office buildings is not compromised.   

 > Built form must incorporate features of interest 
which may include:

• Balconies.

• Roof and wall articulation.

• Feature colours and materials which are 
sympathetic to the site and surrounds.

• Varying heights and depths.

Built-form and Massing 

A MTC that delivers 
high quality built form 
outcomes and assists in 
enhancing the sense of 
place within the Centre.
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 > Built form must ensure that ground floors are 
designed to be highly activated including the use 
of windows which are predominately permeable 
through the use of 80% clear glazing.

 > Material and colour palettes within the MTC must 
include colours, textures and patterns that are 
attractive and sustainable and harmonious with its 
surroundings.

 > Encourage rear loaded residential development in 
key locations to minimise crossovers and garages 
dominating the streetscape.

 > Residential uses must be oriented towards open 
space and key streets to assist in activating 
the MTC and ensuring a high level of passive 
surveillance is achieved.

 > Residential development must be designed to 
assist in protecting the MTC from prevailling winds. 
This will generally require two storey built form as a 
minimum.

 > Mixed use development should be designed to be 
adaptable to accommodate change of use. This 
can be achieved through floor to ceiling heights 
being a minimum of 3.6 meters at the ground level 
and a minimum of 3.0 metres at floors above, 
where appropriate.

 > All built-form should apply strong passive design 
principles and strive for industry-recognised best 
practice ESD.

Built-form and Massing 

 > The MTC must deliver a balance between 
internal and external spaces with any internalised 
component of the Centre, through its design, not 
compromising the role of Main Street through the 
following: 

• The built form frontage to the main pedestrian 
access points into each quadrant of the town 
centre core should incorporate a covered 
walkway or verandah to provide weather 
protection.

• The built form frontage to Main Street should 
incorporate a covered walkway, verandah, 
canopies or awnings that may extend over the 
footpath to provide weather protection.

Laurimar Town Centre, Whittlesea

Rouse Hill Town Centre, Blacktown
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Built-form and Massing 

Fine grain specialties along 
Main street and anchor 
tenants sleeved behind
 

Strategies

 > To create a contemporary Main Street that is highly 
defined by the adjoining built form and a quality 
streetscape.

 > To ensure Main Street is activated through fine 
grain specialities with anchor tenants sleeved 
behind.

Guidelines

 > Fine grain specialties should sleeve in front of the 
anchor tenants along Main Street.

 > Built form at ground level of Main Street must:

• provide highly active frontages with windows 
and entrances as the predominant elements of 
the ground floor façade;

• maximise opportunities to enhance passive 
surveillance of the public realm;

• have a zero setback to create a defined edge 
and provide adequate all weather protection 
above pedestrian pavements; and

• limit blank walls.

 > Façade articulation must respect the rhythm and 
grain of adjacent buildings.

 > Built form must respond to the primary interfaces/
active frontages as identified in Figure 8.

 > Built form must be designed to ensure anchor 
tenants and the car park are accessible from Main 
Street without being the dominant feature.

Built-form and Massing 

Ensuring Main Street is 
activated through fine 
grain specialities while 
supporting access to 
anchor tenants.
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Key buildings in key 
locations
 

Strategies

 > To provide high quality, iconic and contemporary 
built form through the MTC in particular along Main 
Street, key gateway and sites including community 
buildings.

 > To ensure key gateways are identifiable and assist 
with achieving a sense of place on arrival to the 
MTC.

Guidelines

 > To provide high quality, iconic and contemporary 
built form through a variety of building heights, a 
range of facades with visual interest to assist in 
creating a sense of place and character within the 
centre.  

 > Built form on the corner of High Street and Main 
Street must be aesthetically pleasing and assist 
in forming part of the gateway to the town centre 
core.

 > Visual impacts or other adverse effects from back 
of house facilities must be avoided by considerate 
design.

 > Built form on key corner gateway sites (as identified 
in Figure 9) should be designed to address and 
engage with both their primary and secondary 
interfaces (streets and open space).

 > Built form in gateway locations must have a strong 
architectural presence.

 > Built form in strategic locations should be in 
accordance with the heights identified in Figure 8.

 > PAD Sites and anchor sites that have high road 
exposure should create a unique visitor experience 
and positively contribute to the character of the 
MTC.

 > Any access (for example drive-thru) requirement 
for the pad site must not be located along high 
exposure roads. Service Station pad sites should 
demonstrate an exemplar architectural style (see 
image below-left).

 > Built form along main street should be physically 
connected with the retail core through high quality 
pedestrian streets that are well-landscaped and 
legible.

 > Key gateway sites should be designed to achieve 
a sense of place and arrival into the MTC through 
the use of high quality architectural and landscape 
treatments to soften the look and feel of the built-
form.

 > The Community Activity Centre should:

• front Main Street and have a strong physical 
link to the town park and Main Street;

• provide consistent seating, signage and street 
furniture to present a robust image for the 
precinct; and

• provide pedestrian scale lighting along 
walkways that are close to a seating area, bus 
stop and open space.

• Include public art element that is functional 
and relevant to the over-all character of the 
area.

• Must demonstrate ESD and WSUD initiatives.

• Provide ample canopy tree cover in town park 
and square.

Built-form and Massing Built-form and Massing 

To ensure the MTC 
includes high quality built 
form outcomes in key 
locations throughout the 
MTC.

United Petroleum, Corio (Architecture AU)
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Built-form and Massing 
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5.4 Public Realm, Landscaping & Sense of Place

Spaces that are integrated within the design of the 
Centre assist in creating a heart and a sense of 
community which will be important components in 
the success of the Centre.  The design of the Centre 
has created opportunities for a series of experiences 
through the incorporation of a town square and open 
spaces and places along Main Street.  

The MTC will also be enhanced by a range of 
landscaping and public realm treatments including a 
mix of indoor and outdoor spaces which will greatly 
contribute to the attractiveness of the Centre. The 
inclusion of the town park and delivery of high quality 
streetscapes will assist in delivering a town centre with 
a point of difference from other centres in the area.

The town park provides an open space opportunity 
with a different experience to the open space 
network available in Main Street.  While the town 
park is connected to the town square the park will be 
surrounded with a series of uses that will assist in 
activating and complementing the park.  These spaces 
provide opportunities to meet a range of needs of 
visitors to the centre.

The site conditions have allowed the design to 
under croft car parking that has created a number of 
advantages to enhance the public realm and sense 
of place within the Centre.  This is achieved through 
a significant reduction in the footprint of the Centre 
which creates a more compact pedestrian friendly 
environment and improves the walkable catchment.  
The reduction in footprint has created a unique 
opportunity to deliver a more compact centre with a 
strong sense of place and the ability to deliver on the 
aspiration of a place based town centre that creates 
‘places for people’.  

Built-form and Massing 
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FIGURE 09 - Public Realm Plan
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Public Realm

A public realm that delivers a 
high quality landscape
 

Strategies

 > To ensure strong visual linkages through built form 
and landscaping to the wider precinct are provided.

 > To ensure that all streets and open spaces include 
canopy trees and other forms of landscaping.

 > To deliver a high quality integrated landscape that 
complements the built form design.

Guidelines

 > All streets, parks and at grade car parks must 
include canopy trees and other forms of 
landscaping.

 > The placement of street trees must take into 
account the need to maintain clear sight lines 
to ensure pedestrian and motorist safety is not 
compromised.

 > Landscaping should provide strong visual linkages 
to the surrounding areas.

 > Species suitable to the climatic conditions must be 
planted within the public realm.

 > Where the appropriate orientation of a blank wall 
permits screen planting / vertical gardens could be 
used to soften the appearance of blanks walls.

 > Front fencing should not be provided along Main 
Street or High Street within the town centre core. 

 > Where a zero front setback is proposed, 
landscaping or canopy trees should be provided 
within the streetscape.

 > Landscaping within the public realm must be 
planted with appropriate species, and where 
practical mature species, to assist in delivering a 
high quality public realm in the early years of the 
MTC.

 > Adjoining built form should minimise 
overshadowing to the public realm.

 > A landscape masterplan must be prepared for each 
stage of development and approved by Council. 

Public Realm

A public realm that is 
well landscaped and 
assists in creating a 
sense of place within the 
MTC.
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Diverse streetscapes and 
public spaces that promote 
identity and legibility
 

Strategies

 > To maximise the extent of building frontages onto 
Main Street and secondary streets to assist in 
creating a sense of enclosure to the public realm, 
activating street frontages and civic spaces while 
also providing physical and visual permeability 
between public and private domains.

 > To create diverse and deflected street alignments 
of visual interest and character that enhances the 
streetscapes.

 > To deliver vibrant, safe and attractive streets and 
public spaces within the MTC.

Guidelines

 > A high level of amenity to users of the MTC must 
be provided within the MTC through differentiating 
between collector streets, Main Street, High Street 
and key character streets.  This may be achieved 
through the use of non-standard cross sections.

 > Main Street must accommodate wide pedestrian 
pavements that delivers a high level of amenity 
through landscaping, street furniture, al fresco 
dining, street lighting and public realm features 
that creates a comfortable and pedestrian friendly 
environment.

 > The streetscapes and public spaces within the 
MTC must provide for safe, inviting and attractive 
streetscapes at night.  This should include lighting 
that illuminates footpaths under building awnings 
and appropriate lighting levels in all pedestrian 
areas.

 > The street network within the MTC should be 
designed to create deliberate road deflections to 
create vistas to assist in enhancing the character 
within the MTC.

 > Built form should provide adequate space between 
buildings to maximise passive surveillance to the 
public realm and limit overshadowing to key public 
spaces.

Public Realm

To deliver a range 
of streetscapes that 
enhances the public 
realm, landscape and 
sense of place within 
the Centre.

Equitable Place, Melbourne Rouse Hill Town Centre, Blacktown
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Public Realm

Street furniture and materials 
that enhance the amenity of 
the MTC
 

Strategies

 > To ensure the public realm is delivered with high 
quality street furniture and materials that will 
enhance the MTC.

 > To ensure street furniture is aesthetically pleasing 
and meets the needs of visitors.

Guidelines

 > Street furniture should incorporate design or 
artistic elements that assist in providing a point of 
difference and enhance the MTC.

 > Street furniture must be located in higher order 
public realm zones such as Key Nodes, Main Street, 
High Street, Boulevard Zone and open space areas. 

 > Bicycle parking must be included in visible and 
convenient locations as well as end of trip facilities 
for cyclists, including showers and change 
facilities.

 > Art installation in the public realm should be 
provided to enhance the character of the MTC.

5.PUBLIC REALM & 
LANDSCAPE

Street furniture and 
materials should create 
visual interest and 
enhance the amenity of 
the MTC.

Public Realm
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Signage and Wayfinding

5.5 Signage & Wayfinding

Wayfinding within the MTC and to the wider precinct 
is an important component of the design to assist in 
achieving an accessible and convenient centre.  Signage 
will be required to complement the built form, public 
realm and landscape of the centre while ensuring it 
does not adversely detract from the amenity of the area.

Signage & Wayfinding
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FIGURE 10 - Signage and Wayfinding
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Signage & Wayfinding

Signage and Wayfinding that 
complements the MTC
 

Strategies

 > To ensure that signage is in keeping with the scale 
and character of the MTC and does not detract 
from the key built form and public ream elements 
within the Centre.

 > To encourage signage and information where 
possible to assist with wayfinding throughout the 
MTC and its surrounds including emphasising links 
to key destinations within the centre such as the 
train station.

WAYFINDING

Guidelines

 > Signage should be integrated into the built form 
and should be under the canopy and awning and 
must not undermine the integrity of the built-form.

 > Signage must not obscure or conflict with site lines 
or movement throughout the MTC.

 > Signage must be in keeping with the scale and 
character of the MTC and must not detract from 
the built form architecture.

 > Any pole sign should provide identification to the 
MTC as a whole as well as a number of individual 
retail tenancies.

 > Prior to development with the MTC, an overall 
signage strategy should be prepared for the 
MTC with particular consideration to signage on 
gateways, Main Street, Hight Street and arterial 
road frontage.

 > Primary gateway sign should not exceed 12 
metres. Secondary gateway sign should not exceed 
7 metres.

 > Graphic prints should not be used as an alternative 
for architectural articulation for the built-form.

 > Integrate wayfinding signs for pedestrians and 
cyclist to surrounding uses like reserve, school , 
heritage house and train. Provide directional signs 
when necessary.

 > Twyford Road and surrounds station signage 
should be located to assist with wayfinding and 
should be limited in height to maintain a human 
scale relationship.

Signage and Wayfinding 
complements the built 
form, public realm and 
landscape of the MTC

Signage & Wayfinding
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1 2

3

4 5 6 8

7

Sources:
1. studiobinocular.com

2. studiobinocular.com

3. studiobinocular.com

4. studiobinocular.com

5. aspect.net.au

6. studiobinocular.com

7. kingman.com.au

8. kingman.com.au

Wayfinding Aspirational Examples

Signage and WayfindingSignage & Wayfinding
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6  IMPLEMENTATION 

Due to the scale of the MTC a progressive staging of 
the MTC will be necessary. The staging of the Centre 
will have an initial focus on place making to assist in 
activating the Centre in the early stages and building 
on the aspirations of creating places for people. Where 
opportunities arise, temporary uses on the unoccupied 
parts of the Centre may be appropriate to assist with 
activating and place making in the early years of the 
development.

The Clyde MTC is in fragmented land ownership 
and therefore a collaborative approach with relevant 
landowners will be required to ensure the successful 
implementation of the UDF. The UDF has been designed 
with implementation as a key consideration and has 
included:

 > a holistic approach to master planning the MTC;

 > ensuring the town centre core is within the one 
ownership;

 >  limiting roads straddling property boundaries 
where possible;

 > ensuring the town centre core, in its interim stages, 
can be developed with minimal impact on the 
surrounding landowners;

 > ensuring convenient access to the MTC in its 
interim and ultimate stages; and

 > locating non-residential uses within the one 
ownership where possible.

Notwithstanding the important role that the UDF 
will play in terms of facilitating staged delivery of 
integrated outcomes, it is important to recognise that 
the MTC relies on various forms of infrastructure that 
is to be provided by the State Government or others. 
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FIGURE 11 - Implementation Plan
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FIGURE 12 - Twyford Road Realignment

Key examples include the Clyde railway station and 
associated infrastructure, the realignment of Twyford 
Road, the construction of Ballarto Road and its grade 
separation with the railway line. Extension of the 
electrified rail network to Clyde will trigger delivery of the 
station upgrade including provision of car parking and a 
bus interchange. Realignment of Twyford Road will be 
required to create an envelope of sufficient size adjacent 
to the existing railway station reserve to accommodate 
the new station, parking and bus interchange.

The UDF identifies the extent of the realignment 
of Twyford Road (see Figure 12) that will require 
acquisition of some privately owned land by the State 
Government on the north side of the current alignment 
of Twyford Road. Once the land is acquired, the State 
Government will be required to realign and reconstruct 
Twyford Road in association with construction of the 
new station. 

In the intervening period, before Twyford Road is 
realigned, if access is proposed from the current 
alignment of Twyford Road across the land that will 
be acquired in the future by the State Government any 
such access must be:

 > temporary only;

 > subject to any specific conditions that are imposed 
by the relevant State Government department; 

 > supported in writing by the relevant State 
Government department; and

 > the planning permit applicant is responsible for 
constructing the interim access and funding the 
works.

In terms of staged delivery of the MTC, given that 
timing for delivery of the important State and other 
infrastructure is not certain, it will be essential for each 
planning permit application to be accompanied by 
a traffic impact assessment report to determine the 
impacts on the existing transport network and the need 
for delivery of new road links and/or new or upgraded 
intersections. The traffic impact assessment report will 
also need to take into account future public transport 
and pedestrian/cycle access.
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Staged delivery of the MTC

1

2

3

4

To facilitate staged 
delivery of the MTC to 
ensure it meets the local 
needs of surrounding 
residents in the short 
term and regional needs 
in the longer term.

Strategies

 > Ensure Stage 1 of the Town Centre core provides 
a range of retail opportunities that would generally 
be found in a local Neighbourhood Activity Centre 
to support the surrounding residential community. 
Typical uses could include a supermarket and a 
number of specialty shops.

 > Deliver a road network to support Stage 1 of the 
Town Centre  that has strong north-south and 
east-west connectivity.

 > Encourage Stage 2 of the Town Centre core to 
provide retail opportunities that would generally be 
found within a large Neighbourhood Activity Centre. 
Typical uses could include a second supermarket 
and additional specialty shops.

 > Enhance the road network that is delivered as part 
of Stage 1 to support Stage 2 of the Activity Centre.

 > Encourage Stage 3 of the Town Centre core to 
provide retail opportunities that would generally be 
found within a sub-regional Activity Centre. Typical 
uses could include additional specialty shops, 
restricted retail outlets, food and beverage and 
entertainment uses. 

 > Enhance the road network delivered in Stages 1 
and 2 through improving connectivity to the arterial 
road network as part of Stage 3.

 > Ensure Stage 4 of the Town Centre core delivers the 
MTC in its ultimate form.

 > Encourage progressive delivery of offices and other 
commercial uses throughout the staged delivery of 
the town centre.

 > Encourage staged delivery of the ultimate road 
network as identified in the UDF.

 > Oppose establishment of core retail uses in 

peripheral locations, outside the core of the Town 
Centre core.

 > Encourage uses outside of the Town Centre core to 
be progressively delivered to ensure the retail core 
is supported by a range of non-retail uses to assist 
with activating the Centre and meeting the needs of 
users of the centre.

 > Ensure the initial stages of the development provide 
strong connectivity to the residential developments 
to the north and west of the MTC.

 > Recognise that the delivery of the road network in 
the interim is reliant on access to land not within 
the same ownership as the town centre core and 
modifications may be required to be made to the 
network to support the delivery of the initial stages 
of the MTC. 

 > Recognise that the MTC is surrounded by a range 
of State infrastructure projects (train station, 
arterial roads, grade separations) to be delivered, 
without any clear timeframes currently available.

 > Ensure each stage of the MTC has a focus on 
delivering a high quality public realm, in particular 
in the initial stages to assist in activating the Centre 
and place making with the Centre.

 > Encourage temporary uses to assist with the 
activation of the MTC in its early stages of 
development only where such uses are consistent 
with the objectives of the UDF.

 > Support temporary access to Twyford Road across 
land that is to be acquired in the future by the State 
Government only where any such access is:

• temporary only;

• subject to any specific conditions that are 
imposed by the relevant State Government 
department; and
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• supported in writing by the relevant State 
Government department; and

• constructed by the planning permit applicant.

Guidelines

 > Each planning permit application must 
demonstrate how contours and level changes will 
be treated to ensure that under croft / underground 
car parking is delivered at Stages 1 - 4 of the Town 
Centre core in the locations depicted at Figure 7 
Movement Network Plan.

 > The staging of the development should be delivered 
generally in accordance with the staging identified 
in Figure 11 and the above Strategies, however 
given the unknown timeframes and demand for the 
delivery of a Centre of this scale, the staging of the 
MTC may require further review. 

 > Each planning permit application submitted for 
each stage of the MTC must be accompanied by a 
traffic report to identify the road network upgrades 
required to support that stage of the Town Centre.

 > Non retail uses should be progressively delivered to 
complement the staging of the Town Centre core.

 > Stage 1 of the Town Centre core should have 
a road network that connects to the residential 
developments to the north (Hartleigh) and west 
(Elliston).

 > The staging and delivery of the MTC including the 
Town Centre core must be able to adapt to respond 
to the delivery of State Infrastructure projects.

 > Each stage of the development must include public 
realm works to assist in activating the MTC and 
making the Centre an attractive place to visit.

 > Where opportunities exist for temporary uses, 
the uses must assist in activating the MTC and 
complement the existing stages of development.
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To articulate ownership 
responsibilities of public land

To clearly identify 
ownership 
responsibilities of land 
that has a public purpose.

Strategies

 > To ensure there is a clear understanding between 
Council, state government and the landowner of 
ultimate land ownership responsibilities.

Guidelines

 > The Town Park and Town Square must in its 
ultimate form be handed over to Council as a 
Council asset.

 > The open spaces along Main Street and generally 
within the Town Centre core, will form part of the 
ownership of the town centre core as identified in 
Figure 11.
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39

41

46

47

48

49 504544

43

42

10.IMPLEMENTATION

LAND USE AREAS (ha) Lot 39 
(Eliston)

Lot 
41

Lot
42

Lot 43 
(NPP)

Lot 
44

Lot 
45

Lot 
46

Lot 
47

Lot 
48

Lot 
49

Lot 
50

Twyford
Road 

Reserve

Core Activity Centre 
(convenience retail incl.) 7.6

Car park at-grade 6.1

Town Squares - Private 0.4

Town Squares - Public 0.2

Town Park 0.5

CAC 1.0 0.5

Indoor Sports Facility 2.3 3.3 0.4

Office / Commercial 2.8 0.1 0.0 0.9 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.6

Mixed Use 4.8 0.5 5.3 2.8 1.0 1.0 1.2 0.4 0.2

Future Station, Parking and 
Bus Interchange 0.2 0.2 0.4

Future Station Parking 0.3 0.0 0.3

Residential High Density 3.0 2.8

Undercroft parking 5.7

Road Reserve 3.3 0.4 3.5 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0

A Land Use Budget that 
is consistent with the 
Framework Plan included 
within the UDF.

Table 1: Clyde Town Centre Land Use Budget

Strategies

 > To ensure there is a land use budget that reflects 
the UDF layout to assist with the implementation of 
the UDF.

 > To secure through Section 173 Agreements under 
the Planning and Environment Act commitment 
from affected landowners to provide future public 
land as per the land use budget in Table 1 prior to 
approval of the UDF by the Responsible Authority.

Guidelines

 > Development within the UDF area must be 
generally in accordance with the Land Use Budget 
set out below (noting that the approved UDF varies 
the land use allocation across Properties 39, 42 and 
43 from the Clyde PSP and DCP land use budget).

An implementable land use 
budget

Note: Items highlighted in orange are items that are included in the PSP/DCP land use budget.
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7 CONCLUSION

This UDF has been prepared having regard to the site 
conditions and context, relevant planning directions 
including the Clyde Creek PSP and industry best 
practice.  In preparing the UDF, a comprehensive 
site analysis identified a range of opportunities that 
informed the design, as did the key learnings taken 
from other town centres.  The combination of planning 
directions, best practice, a comprehensive site analysis, 
key learning and the expertise of the project team 
assisted in forming the vision for the Clyde MTC. As 
a result the UDF delivers the potential for a unique 
development outcome that includes:

 > taking advantage of site opportunities to ensure 
the site has worked the hardest for the Centre 
(ie through using the ridgelines to assist with the 
under crofting of car parking);

 > a convenient and functional Centre based on a 
hybrid model of internal and external spaces with a 
traditional Main Street. 

 > under-croft car parking that has assisted in 
reducing the footprint of the MTC and delivers a 
more compact centre with a strong sense of place 
and the ability to create a place based town centre 
that creates ‘places for people’.  

 > a place based town centre with a movement 
network that has a strong emphasis on pedestrian 
connectivity including the main street, train station, 
town square, town park, key destinations and to 
surrounding residential development.

 > identifying a number of objectives, strategies and 
guidelines to deliver a high level of public realm 
amenity including open space, landscaping and 

non standard cross sections to enhance the 
character and place making with the Centre;

 > the incorporation of green spaces and a town 
square with a number of objectives and strategies 
identified to ensure the town square and town park 
are delivered as key destinations with a high level of 
amenity;

 > a mix of non-retail uses to support the retail core;

 > the Centre as a destination with a point of 
difference from other centres in the south-eastern 
corridor.  

 > ensuring the MTC is economically viable through 
careful consideration of the location of the retail 
core, the staging, the exposure of the Centre from 
the arterial road network and non-retail uses to 
support the MTC including in the initial stages of 
the development with the ability of  the design 
being able to evolve over time; and

 > ensuring the design can be successfully 
implemented in the short term while preserving the 
ability for the ultimate conditions through careful 
consideration of future State infrastructure, defined 
interim and ultimate access, staging and land 
ownership.
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Co ordinator – Subdivision Permits 

City of Casey 
P O Box 1000 

NARRE WARREN VIC 3805 

 
 

17 July 2018 
 

 

Dear Mr Zombor 
 

 

URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK – CLYDE MAJOR TOWN CENTRE 
COUNCIL REFERNCE: PlnE 03054/16 

VICROADS REFERENCE NO: PPR(E) 02084/16  

 
 

I refer to City of Casey’s recent correspondence seeking VicRoads comments on the 

proposed Urban Design Framework associated with the Clyde Major Town Centre. 
 

Firstly VicRoads wish to apologise for not responding earlier. 
 

VicRoads is aware that Transport for Victoria (TfV) provided shared comments to Council 

in a letter dated 29 June 2018, providing information on a preferred layout for a future 
public transport interchange.   

 

Similar to TfV, VicRoads would be of the understanding that further and ongoing 
assessment will be necessary as development evolves within the immediate and broader 

Clyde Major Town Centre. 

 
Should you have any enquiries regarding this matter, please contact Jeremy Beaver on 

9881 8084 or mseplanning@roads.vic.gov.au 
 

Yours sincerely 

SENIOR STATUTORY REFERRAL OFFICER 

 

cc - Mr Nicolas Olivares (Transport for Victoria) – nicolas.olivares@ecodev.vic.gov.au  
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22 June 2018 

 

 

Planning Department – Growth Areas 

City of Casey 

PO Box 1000, 

Narre Warren VIC 3805 

 

 

 

Dear Seb, 

 

DRAFT CLYDE MAJOR TOWN CENTRE URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK (UDF)  

- 45 TUCKERS ROAD, CLYDE CREEK  
 
Thank you again for meeting with us on 18 June 2018 to discuss the ongoing planning 

considerations associated with the Proposed Clyde Major Town Centre (MTC) Urban 

Design Framework (UDF). 

On behalf of our Clients, McGregor Property Investments Pty Ltd of 45 Tuckers Road, Clyde 

Creek (herein referred to as the subject site) we ask that you consider the following 

submission in your ongoing considerations of the Proposed UDF.   

We commend the City of Casey for supporting National Pacific Properties (and Mesh 

Urban Planning and Design) in the timely preparation of the Proposed UDF to specifically 

allow for an MTC with 40-50,000m² of retail floorspace and 40-50,000m² of commercial 

floor space in Clyde Creek.  We specifically support the following: 

- The PSP defines the whole subject site as ‘developable land’ 

The subject site totals 2.03ha in area and is listed in the PSP as Property ID ’54-46’ with 

a total Net Developable Area of 2.03 hectares.  Our Client recognizes that within the 

‘developable area’ uses such as car parking, loading bays, landscape and the like 

will be required to be provided in accordance with Scheme requirements, but should 

not restrict the developable land.  We request Council continues to support a total 

developable area of 2.03ha on the subject site.   

- Non-retail uses to support the town centre 

We strongly support one of the UDF Objectives to ‘incorporate a diverse range of 

non-retail uses to support, enhance and activate the MTC in appropriate locations’. 

Our Clients desire is to consider a land use similar to ‘Building Materials Store, Furniture 

Store or Appliance Store’ at this eastern entry/gateway to the site which is further 

supported through Section 5.4 of the Proposed UDF which identifies a ‘Key Gateway  

Building’ at the intersection of Tuckers Road and Main Street. 
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V_Clyde Creek MAC UDF 

ABN 80 518 867 063 

Although we are generally supportive of the Proposed UDF and the current allocation of 

Commercial and Mixed Use across our Clients site, we wish to raise the following concerns: 

- Land use inconsistencies within PSP plans; however, ongoing support for 100% 

developable land 

We recognize that a number of inconsistencies exist within the PSP itself (i.e. between 

the Future Urban Structure (page 4), Clyde Major Town Centre Concept Plan (page 

18) and the Character Precincts Plan (page 22). In each of these documents our 

Clients site is shown as supporting slightly different land uses: 

o The Future Urban Structure Plan identifies our Clients landholding as Major Town 

Centre.  Specific land uses are to be guided by the Town Centre Concept Plan 

and subsequent UDF. 

o The Town Centre Concept Plan identifies the majority of the subject site as 

‘Office/Commercial’ with an active frontage to the major east-west road in the 

south.  An area of ‘Carpark’ with a ‘Future Investigation Area’ overlay 

incorporates the remainder of the site. ‘Future Investigation Area’ is not defined 

within the text of the PSP; however, it is assumed that this area is to be defined 

within the UDF.  Discussions with yourself also highlighted the expectation that 

these areas were ‘left over’ and would be allocated to land uses dependent 

upon market demand.  This position is further supported by text within the UDF 

which specifically comments about ‘ensuring the design has the ability to 

adapt and evolve over time to accommodate change and economic 

conditions’ (page 27 UDF). 

o Further guidance to the allocation of land uses can be sought from within the 

Character Precincts Plan of the PSP which identifies the eastern third of the 

subject site for ‘exposure to passing traffic’ and the larger majority to the west 

as ‘urban community’. 

Although inconsistent, all plans identified the total subject site as developable.  

- UDF incorporates a ‘Potential at-grade Car Park’ across the subject site. 

The ‘Mixed Use’ area within our subject site is shown with a hatching which reflects a 

‘Potential at-grade Car Park’.  We do not support this designation and request its 

removal. 

Specifically, we understand that each landowner will be required to provide their 

own car parking at ratio’s allocated by the Scheme at time of Permit application.  

The detailed design of the planning permit will determine the total floor area of the 

proposed use and the resulting area required for carparking, noting that there is 

support for sub-basement parking. 

We realise Council’s goal is to ensure the activation of the main streets and the 

‘sleeving’ of parking behind buildings.  We believe this is clearly articulated in Section 

5.3 of the UDF within the Built-Form and Massing strategies and guidelines and doesn’t 

need to be shown on the plan in a block colour with ‘potential parking’ behind. 
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V_Clyde Creek MAC UDF 

ABN 80 518 867 063 

Those clauses which give Council comfort that activation and massing will be towards 

the street network include: 

o Strategy  

▪ To maximise the extent of building frontages onto Main Street and 

secondary streets to assist in creating a sense of enclosure to the public 

realm, activating street frontages and civic spaces while also providing 

physical and visual permeability between public and private domains 

o Guidelines  

▪ Built form must provide active interfaces towards the key public realm 

areas such as Main Street, the town park and town square 

▪ Building frontages should minimize deliveries and car parks with these uses 

generally located to the read of the building 

- Staging 

Objective 10 (O10) of the PSP to ‘Develop a series of town centres, each with a civic 

focus and an ability to adapt and evolve with the community’ (Page 9 PSP) has been 

accurately reflected within the PSP. 

Our Clients site is located within ‘Stage 3 and 4’ and we understand timing will be 

constrained by the provision of infrastructure (i.e. road upgrades, servicing etc.). 

Our key query in regard to staging is the inclusion of strategies within the Proposed 

UDF which discuss appropriate land uses rather than timeframes: 

o Strategy  

▪ To encourage Stage 3 of the Town Centre core to provide retail 

opportunities that would generally be found within a small sub-regional 

Activity Centre’ 

We believe that this strategy should be removed and reference to Stage 3 be 

incorporated in the subsequent strategy, worded as follows: 

o Strategy  

▪ To encourage Stage 3 of the Town Centre core to provide retail 

opportunities that would generally be found within a small sub-regional 

Activity Centre’ 

▪ To ensure Stage 3 and 4 of the Town Centre core delivers the MTC in its 

ultimate form 

This would reflect the joint allocation of ‘Stage 3 and 4’ on the Implementation Plan 

(Figure 4). 

In summary, our key requests are: 

1. Update the designed plans for the subject site by removing the words "Potential 

At-Grade Car Park". 

2. Update the Land Budget for the subject site to identify the 1.1ha as ‘Mixed Use’ 

and not ‘Mixed Use/Car Park’. 

3. Update the staging strategies as above  
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V_Clyde Creek MAC UDF 

ABN 80 518 867 063 

We understand that according to Requirement 16 of the PSP, the UDF must: 

“Explain how the UDF responds to feedback received following consultation with 

infrastructure agencies including VicRoads, the MPA and PTV and landowners within 

the major town centre” 

To this end we would appreciate that our comments and recommendations be taken into 

consideration in the final review of the Proposed UDF by Council prior to formal adoption. 

To discuss any aspect of this advice, please contact Nicola Smith on 0401 138 996 or via 

email a

Yours sincerely, 

Ni

Director 

Niche Planning Studio  
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Response to 
Urban Design Framework
(On behalf of the landowner of Properties 47 - 50)
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1.0 Subject Site

11Clyde Major Town Centre - Urban Design Framework - April 2018

FIGURE 05 -  Urban Design Framework Plan
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Urban Design Framework Plan (Clyde Major Activity Centre UDF, Mesh April 2018)

This submission discusses the Clyde 
Major Town Centre Urban Design 
Framework (Mesh, April 2018), 
in relation to the four properties 
located at the corner of Ballarto 
Road and Tuckers Road (see right). 
It raises comments about the 
current measures of the UDF, and 
proposes practical suggestions 
in order to ensure this land will be 
able to develop successfully and 
viably as a critical component of the 
major town centre into the future. 
The submission has been prepared 
by ClarkeHopkinsClarke Architects, 
Whiteman Property and Accounting, 
and the land owner.
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2.0 Submission Letter

I have been appointed by the landowner of Properties 47-50 within the Clyde Creek Precinct 
Structure Plan area to prepare a response to the Urban Design Framework (UDF) document 
recently prepared by Mesh Planning on behalf of the City of Casey. Whilst we acknowledge the 
quality of the work prepared by Mesh and the justification for the proposed changes, we seek 
clarification on a range of matters that we believe have created additional impacts upon our client 
than what was previously shown within the town centre concept plan forming Figure 2 of the Clyde 
Creek PSP.

In saying that, we also do certainly acknowledge that the amended UDF proposal creates some 
definite urban design improvements and shared benefits for the subject properties.

To assist your review and assessment of our feedback, I have structured this response to fall under 
a series of subheadings and have used numbers as a point of reference when we meet in the 
future to discuss in more detail.

A. Confirmation on the status of the CFA Designation 

The revised UDF has designated the CFA Investigation site at the corner of Ballarto Road and 
Tuckers Road as opposed to the location shown on the Concept Plan within the Clyde Creek PSP. 
Furthermore, there is no allowance for direct access from either road interface at the new location 
and the UDF provides little detail as to how this land would be acquired if deemed the preferred 
location by the applicable authority. To assist your review, I have enclosed a series of emails from 
Council and VPA staff regarding this very matter to reconfirm our concern that a resolution has 
never been determined on the issue.

Suggested Changes & Comments: 

1) Confirm that the location in the new UDF prepared by Mesh is not the preferred location and 
subject to negotiation. 

2) Remove the asterisk from the UDF plan and replace it with a series of possible locations on all 
main intersections to offer the flexibility desired by Council. 

3) Confirm in writing that there is no planning scheme mechanism such as a PAO whereby the 
land must be sold to CFA and;

4) Provide an update on the most recent discussions held with CFA regarding their intentions

28 June 2018
Mr Sebastian Lorenzo
Strategic Planning Department
City of Casey 
PO Box 1000
NARRE WARREN VIC 3805

Dear Sebastian

Re: Clyde Major Town Centre Urban Design Framework 
(North West Corner of Ballarto Road & Tuckers Road, Clyde), Council Reference- PlnE03054/16
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B. Proposed Internal Road Network

The proposed UDF results in a significant reconfiguration of the internal road network. Whilst we 
appreciate the document highlights the intent to create a more compact Town Centre design that 
more appropriately responds to the existing topography, we seek your feedback regarding the 
following:

The grouping of four properties in the south-eastern corner of the Town Centre UDF previously 
had a Main Street off Tuckers Road and a left in-left out access to an at grade car park (under 
the guidance of the PSP Town Centre Concept Plan). This has now been changed to create a 
24m road in the northern extent of Property 47 from Tuckers Road that meanders south-east 
creating an irregular shaped parcel in the north-western corner of Property 47. Additionally, access 
from Ballarto Road has been altered to include a 22m north-south road that aligns the western 
boundary of the subject property in place of a left in-left out access. In both instances, our client is 
constructing a road of higher hierarchy than a local road status and the road is entirely within their 
subject landholdings resulting in the adjoining landowners benefiting from a road being constructed 
on their behalf. Further clarification must be provided regarding the impacts of the revised UDF in 
regard to the distribution of DCP items and intersections tied to the Town Centre.

Suggested Changes & Comments: 

1) The east-west Main Street is designed so that the north-western corner of Property 47 still 
allows for a useable development footprint north of the road and investigate a roundabout to be 
installed in place of a future potential signalised intersection.  

2) Additionally, forming part of any S.173 agreement, the same adjoining landowner (Property 43) 
has the western nature strip and footpath of the north-south key local road located within their 
subject property to be delivered separately or via cost contribution. 

3) We seek clarification on why a 5.8m nature strip is nominated within the eastern side of the 
nominated north-south road as it will result in a disconnect from the future tenancies fronting 
the road. Can this be evenly dispersed or replaced by a central median? 

4) Confirmation as to where the extent of service lanes will be accepted fronting both Ballarto 
Road and Tuckers Road as no designation is included on Ballarto Road approaching the 
Tuckers Road intersection.

5) Provide a summary of how Development Contributions will be updated and what interim 
intersection would be permitted at Tucker Road and future Main Street (if at all).

C. Proposed Car Parking

Both documents prepared on behalf of Council (Concept Plan- Town Centre & Mesh’s revised 
UDF) nominate at grade car parking to service the proposed future commercial and mixed-use 
tenancies. This is obviously accepted as the most commonly applied parking arrangement; 
however, we are hopeful that other options can be explored that take advantage of the topography 
and offer more access points (entries and exits).
Suggested Changes & Comments: 

1) A note or hatching is included that specifies the ability to explore alternative car parking options 
such as basement and under croft parking within the four subject properties to allow for parking 
to be built into the topography,   

2) Nominate a series of entry and exist points within the built form designation to allow for 
improved circulation as only one entry is shown to the future car parks off Main Street and; 
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 the 
Town Centre area through the inclusion of proposed Mixed Use areas. The depth of these uses 
varies significantly from other properties (being shown as much less) and they appear to have little 
definition in the document whereby Mixed Use is commonly applied as a residential based zone 
in growth area planning schemes and the UDF wording suggests it cannot be solely for residential 
purposes.

Suggested Changes & Comments: 

1) Provide greater clarification on what the Mixed-Use land use designation is and what type of 
uses Council want to encourage within these such areas. 

2) Confirm what extent of upper storey residential can be permitted within the Mixed-Use area 
and;  

3) Extend the depth of the mixed-use area for Properties 47-49 to reflect what is shown on all 
other properties within the Town Centre precinct.

The proposed UDF obviously results in notable changes to the concept plan enclosed within 
the adopted PSP document. To assist in better understanding our clients position, they have 
appointed ClarkeHopkinsClarke (CHC) to prepare the attached concept sketch designating the 
preferred land use arrangement within the Clyde Major Town Centre UDF as it applies to Property 
47-50.

Following your review and assessment of this correspondence, I would appreciate the opportunity 
to come into Council Offices to meet with yourself and other relevant Council representatives to 
discuss the process moving forward and gain an understanding of Councils position on the items 
raised. This meeting may also be benefited by Mesh being in attendance also, unless not deemed 
necessary by Council.

Thank you again for this opportunity to provide comment on the Clyde Major Town Centre UDF. As 
highlighted throughout this correspondence, if you have any questions regarding anything listed 
above, please feel free to contact me.
Regards

Niall McGovern
Director
Whiteman Property & Accounting 
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Confidential Attachment

ITEM: 5.2 

Authorisation of Payments from Contribution and Public Open Space reserves 
( Confidential)

In accordance with section 77 (2)(c), the information in this attachment has been deemed confidential 
information by the Chief Executive Officer under section 89(2)(d) of the Local Government Act 1989 as it 

contains contractual matters
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5.3. REVIEW: CIVIC EVENTS SCHEDULE

Officers’ Reports
Review: Civic Events Schedule ITEM: 5.3.

Ward: NACorporate Services
Governance 
Holly de Kretser

Purpose of Report:   To review the adopted Civic Events schedule

Council Plan Reference 

1. People Driven
1.2 A council whose services and facilities are driven by community needs

Executive Summary

An annual civic event scheduled is adopted in accordance with Councils Civic Protocols Policy. The current 
schedule was adopted by Council on 3 December 2019. 

The restrictions on public gatherings due to the COVID-19 pandemic require cancellation of events. Many 
scheduled events across the municipality will be postponed or rescheduled in 2021. The annualised 
calendar of civic events means that the assumption events will be rescheduled in 2021 is not applicable. 

This report presents a review of adopted civic events and recommendation for funds to be redirected to 
priority services. In addition, this report addresses historic resolutions which have perpetual budgetary 
impact events and ticketed functions. 

Background

Civic Events

Civic events are held in accordance with the Civic Protocols Policy and are an avenue for Council to 
recognise exceptional achievement, commemorate significant occasions or welcome international 
delegations. This program of events has been a hallmark of each Mayoralty and in many instances 
duplicate community or service recognition events held annually. 

Following the dismissal of Council in February 2020, officers have undertaken a review of the existing Civic 
Functions Schedule and recommend the following:

Table 1
Event Comments Saving
Civic Dinners Two civic dinners were planned for 2020. 

Recommendation: 
These events should be cancelled given Covid-19 and monies returned to 
operational budget.

$30 000
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Casey’s Got 
Talent

Since the conception of this biennial performing art focused event, there 
has been a considerable investment in the arts in Casey increasing 
opportunities to showcase their talent. This event duplicates an annual 
community event which targets the same artists and audience. 

Recommendation: 
This event ceases, recognising duplication with community events.  

$3 500

Justice of the 
Peace 
Reception

This biennial event acknowledges the sole contribution that Justice of the 
Peace (JP) volunteers make to the community.

Recommendation:
That this stand-alone event ceases, with Justice of the Peace recognised 
as part of the annual Volunteer Recognition function.

$5 000

Volunteer 
Expo

The creation of this one-off event was at the request of the former Mayor. 
Given current public health restrictions it is not possible to progress this 
event. 

Recommendation: 
This event be cancelled and monies returned to operational budget.

$7 500

Mayoral 
Business 
Leaders 
Dinner

This networking event provides the business community an opportunity to 
come together and celebrate achievements, make new connections and 
increase their industry knowledge. This event receives positive support 
from the business community. 

Recommendation:
It is recommended that this event is incorporated into the annual service 
delivery of Growth and Investment. Due to COVID-19, this event be 
cancelled.

$15 000

Mayoral Arts 
Dinner

Nurturing and celebrating Casey’s artistic community is vital given 
Council’s recent investment into this industry.  This event provides an 
opportunity to celebrate the breadth of artistic opportunities that have been 
delivered and acknowledges the significant contribution Casey’s artistic 
community makes in enriching the lives of others. It also provides an 
opportunity to announce the Lindsey King Arts Award winner.

Recommendation: 
That this event continues annually as part of the Winter Arts Festival, 
noting this may not be possible in 2020. That this event folds into the 
annual service delivery of Arts and Culture. 

$15 000

Principals & 
School 
Captains 
Breakfast

Due to the CONIV019 outbreak and in consultation with the guest speaker, 
the event has been postponed with aim of holding event in 2020. 

Recommendation:
This event proceeds in 2020 when possible due to speaker already being 
engaged.
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Annual 
Christian 
Prayer  
Breakfast

Established by carriage of Notice of Motion 3187, moved by former Cr Aziz 
at council meeting 9 November 2017 an allocation of $19 000 was made 
annually for a Christian Prayer Breakfast. 

The event cannot proceed at present due to COVID19 restrictions on mass 
gatherings. 

Recommendation
In considering our diverse community, that the resolution of 9 November 
2017 to hold an annual Christian Prayer Breakfast be rescinded. That 
allocated event budget be returned to operational needs. 

$19 000

Mayoral 
Election 
Dinner

This annual dinner will not proceed as there will be no Mayoral election in 
2020. 

Recommendation 
This event will not proceed in financial year 2020-2021 due to lack of 
Mayoral Election. In addition, it is recommended that Notice of Motion No 
2448 carried in 2011 be rescinded. This resolution prescribed specific 
invitations for post-Mayoral Election dinners. 

$15 000 * 
FY21

Total savings across 2020 calendar year $110 000

Lead responsibility for the scope of the events continuing will sit with the relevant Council department and 
the budget will be administered by the Events Team within Active Communities.

Ticketed Functions

There is an allocation of money for ticketed functions which has historically funded Councillor attendance at 
ticketed events determined by resolution of Council. It is important that Council demonstrate its support for 
events which align with strategic objectives however the perpetual nature of historic resolutions mean that 
tickets are being purchased for compliance rather than as reflective of value to the community. 

It is recommended that the following resolutions be rescinded and that future purchase of councillor tickets 
are made in accordance with policy principles and that expenditure is made public to support transparency 
when using public funds. Policy principles to guide future decision making will be incorporated to the review 
of Councillor Expenses Policy, to occur by 30 June 2020.

Table 2

Ticket Comments
Australia Day 
Luncheon

Notice of Motion No. 2011, moved 22 January 2008

Council has been required to purchase tickets to the annual Australia Day Luncheon 
and Premiers’ Gala Multicultural Dinner. These events have changed considerably since 
the resolution and do not represent best use of community funds. 

Fundraising 
events

Notice of Motion No. 2395, moved 4 November 2010

Council has been required to purchase tickets for tables at fundraising events of 
neighbouring municipalities. This resolution was not limited by budget. The intent of this 
resolution is better served by donation to specific causes for example, donation made by 
Council in response to 2020 Bushfire Crisis.
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Community Engagement  

Recommendations outlined in this report largely reflect the restrictions in place due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, as such there has been no community engagement. This report has indicated a review of the 
Civic Protocols Policy particularly as it relates to ticketed functions which is to be reviewed by 30 June 2020 
in line with changes to the Council Expense Policy. These policy reviews will include community 
engagement.

Financial Implications

The 2020 Civic Events schedule has been reviewed. Recommendations outlined in table 1 of this report 
would see $110 000 saved and redirected to service priorities. In addition, changes made to ticketed 
functions is estimated to save $15 000 annually.  

 Officer Direct or Indirect Interest

No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a direct or indirect interest in matters for 
consideration.

Conclusion

This report proposes changes to the civic events schedule which respond to changing restrictions in place 
due to COVID-19. In addition, the report reflects advances in Councils event programming since Notices of 
Motion moved a decade ago and therefore recommends adjustment to annual budget. 

Attachments

Nil

Recommendation 

1. That Council note the report.

2. That in accordance with Table 1 and 2 of this report, the following events are cancelled with
funds returned to operational budgets for priority service delivery.
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5.4. DRAFT BARRY SIMON RESERVE  MASTER PLAN FOR PUBLIC EXHIBITION

Officers’ Reports
Draft Barry Simon Reserve  Master Plan for Public 
Exhibition

ITEM: 5.4.

Ward: Four OaksCity Planning and Infrastructure 
City and Asset Planning 
Keri New

Purpose of Report: To present the Draft Barry Simon Reserve Master Plan for endorsement for 
Public Exhibition.

Council Plan Reference 

2. A Place to Prosper
2.1 The destination for arts, culture, sport and leisure that attracts visitors and brings communities together

Executive Summary

The Draft Barry Simon Reserve Master Plan (the Draft Master Plan) has been developed with extensive 
community engagement. It sets the vision and strategic direction for future development of the reserve and 
recommends a series of projects to address feedback from key reserve stakeholders, respond to the needs 
of organised sport as well as broader recreational opportunities.

It is recommended that the Draft Master Plan be placed on public exhibition for a four-week period to seek 
community feedback. 

Background

At its meeting on 21 February 2017 Council, in carrying Item of Urgent Business (Item 4), resolved:

1. That Council officers review the suitability of provision of facilities at Barry Simon
Reserve for female football.

2. Officers are to liaise with user groups and local / state sporting associations and report
back to Council by May 2017.

3. The report should include recommendations and, if appropriate, indicative costings and
potential funding sources.

At its meeting on 16 May 2017 Council, in endorsing Officers Report Item 6.7, resolved: 

1. The short term improvement projects be referred for consideration in a future budget
cycle of the Council’s Capital Works Program.

2. The prioritisation of the pavilion upgrade project be reviewed in the next capital works
planning cycle.

3. The proposed budget of $25,000 for master planning at Barry Simon Reserve be used
for the pavilion upgrade concept design and installation of a new kitchen door.

Following prioritisation of the short-term improvements and pavilion upgrade project, Council officers 
commenced the preparation of a Draft Master Plan. Key tasks included consultation with internal Council 
departments and reserve stakeholders. An open space assessment, analysis of the existing site and review 
of relevant Council policies and strategies were also conducted. 
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Subsequent to the resolutions of the Council, State Government funding of $10,000 was allocated to the 
master plan project as part of an election commitment. A separate amount of State Government funding 
was also granted towards the pavilion upgrade, which has since been completed.

Draft Barry Simon Reserve Master Plan
 
Barry Simon Reserve is a 3.38-hectare active open space located at 10i Gleneagles Drive, Endeavour Hills 
in the Four Oaks Ward. The site is owned by Council and is zoned Public Park and Recreation Zone 
(PPRZ) under the Casey Planning Scheme. Classified as a District-level Australian Rules football/cricket 
site, it also accommodates passive recreation opportunities. 

Barry Simon Reserve fulfils a critical role in the provision of sporting facilities to the Endeavour Hills 
community, particularly as it is the only Australian Rules football venue in the north of Endeavour Hills. Sport 
facilities at the reserve are in good condition and align to Council standards. Recent improvements include 
upgrades to the oval, sports lighting and pavilion. 

Council’s Leisure Facilities Development Plan Policy and the Leisure Facilities Development Plan 
Reference Document guide future planning, provision and development of sporting facilities throughout 
Casey, responding to participation demand and gaps in local facilities. Based on facility provision ratios, the 
documents highlight that the Endeavour Hills catchment currently has three AFL ovals and nine cricket 
ovals. The current population of Endeavour Hills triggers over six AFL ovals and just under nine cricket 
ovals, resulting in a gap of three AFL ovals for the area to meet current demand. 

In developing the Draft Master Plan a site analysis and strategy review were completed to determine the 
open space requirements, existing provision and future needs for each sport, as well as the recreation 
needs for the local community. 
 
The Draft Master Plan sets the vision and strategic direction for future development of the reserve, 
effectively integrating and managing the reserve’s various sports and users, with a focus on optimizing and 
enabling multi-use of the reserve. The Draft Master Plan:
 
 Reflects feedback received by reserve users
 Effectively applies and integrates the reserve’s various sports and uses, with a focus on maximised 

and multi-use
 Simultaneously supports sporting activities as well as passive and informal recreation opportunities
 Conserves natural reserve features
 Strategically aligns with Council policies, including the Council Plan 2017-2021, Municipal Public 

Health and Wellbeing Plan 2017-2021, Open Space Strategy 2015, and Leisure Facilities & 
Development Plan Policy 2014

 Presents the master plan visually through a Draft Concept Plan, showing the recommended 
improvements to the reserve.

 
Projects recommended in the Draft Master Plan include: 
 
 Enhance provision for pedestrian access within reserve area with proposed 3-metre wide concrete 

pathways links connecting to existing pathways outside reserve
 Proposed new Local-level playground
 Proposed low under-storey planting and existing trees to be pruned 
 Water Sensitive Urban Design stormwater retention capacity to planted areas
 Visually screen existing bin enclosure incorporating timber battens or similar 
 Upgrade to cricket practice nets to Council/Cricket Victoria standard 
 Improved safety lighting to car park and pavilion area 
 Additional parking bays on the existing gravel vehicular roadway
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 Existing pavilion hard stand paving upgrade and additional terrace seating and shade elements 
 Renew existing local level playground adjacent to pavilion 
 Potential future sports lighting upgrade for competition matches
 Proposed park infrastructure such as drinking fountains and bins.
  
Refer to Attachment 1 – Draft Barry Simon Reserve Master Plan.

Community Engagement 
 
In preparing the Draft Master Plan, information was gathered from the Endeavour Hills Senior Football Club 
and Endeavour Hills Falcons Junior Football Club through a face-to-face interviews. Feedback was also 
sought from tenant cricket clubs Carlisle Park Vikings Cricket Club and Southern Warriors Cricket Club, 
however requests from Council officers to meet and/or provide feedback by email were not taken up by 
these clubs.
 
A draft concept plan was presented to clubs and their feedback was sought. This process identified issues, 
opportunities and recommendations which have been incorporated within the Draft Master Plan.

Council’s previous engagement with the Casey community to understand the use and demand of open 
space, recreation and sporting facilities has also been used to inform the Draft Master Plan. 

Feedback from clubs and the community identified the need for the reserve to include places and facilities 
for people to play, relax and unwind, exercise, walk and be outdoors in the fresh air. 

The Draft Master Plan will be further tested with clubs and community during public exhibition. It is proposed 
to advise previous submitters that the Draft Master Plan has gone before Council and hold off on the formal 
exhibition until restrictions regarding Covid-19 are lifted.  That way users and clubs have an opportunity to 
discuss the matter as part of preparing any submissions.

Public Exhibition
 
Council officers recommend placing the Draft Master Plan on public exhibition for four weeks. During that 
time, the local community and key reserve stakeholders will have an opportunity to review the Plan and 
provide additional feedback. 
 
An ensuing report containing community feedback and the final Draft Master Plan will be presented for 
adoption at a future Council Meeting.
 
Financial Implications
 
A long-term implementation plan has been prepared and outlines the indicative project costs and timing for 
the delivery of the Draft Master Plan.  The total indicative costs to deliver the master plan is estimated at 
$1,690,500.

Funding sources to deliver the master plan may include consideration in Council’s Capital Works Program 
and applications for grant funding to State and Federal Government.
  
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest
 
No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a direct or indirect interest in matters for 
consideration.
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Conclusion

The Draft Barry Simon Reserve Master Plan has been prepared to set the vision and strategic direction for 
future development of the reserve. It includes a long-term implementation plan for future delivery of 
identified projects as well as indicative project costs. This responds to Council’s resolutions from 21 
February 2017 and 16 May 2017. 

Council officers recommend the Draft Master Plan be placed on public exhibition for four weeks from 
Monday 27 April to Sunday 24 May 2020, to gather feedback from the broader community, prior to finalising 
and presenting the Draft Barry Simon Reserve Master Plan for adoption at a future Council Meeting.

Attachments

1. Draft Barry Simon Reserve Master Plan [5.4.1 - 4 pages]

Recommendation 

That Council endorse, for public exhibition the Draft Barry Simon Reserve Master Plan for a period 
of four weeks and that it is presented back to a future Council Meeting for adoption.



 

  

  

  

 

Draft Barry Simon Reserve Master Plan 
Version: 1.0 
Date: April 2020 
Responsible Department: City & Asset Planning 

 

 

1. Purpose 

To outline the proposed future works for the Barry Simon Reserve Master Plan.  

2. Definitions 

Council  means Casey City Council, being a body corporate constituted as a 
municipal Council under the Local Government Act 1989  

Councillors  means the individuals holding the office of a member of Casey City 
Council  

Council officer  means the Chief Executive Officer and staff of Council appointed by the
    Chief Executive Officer. 

3. Scope 

The master plan relates to the recommended improvement works for Barry Simon Reserve. The 
recommended works will be guided by Council’s Leisure Facilities and Development Plan Policy 
and Open Space Strategy and realised through Council’s Capital Works Program through a 
range of funding sources. 

4. Context 

Barry Simon Reserve is a 3.38-hectare site located at 10i Gleneagles Drive, Endeavour Hills 
VIC 3802, which includes: 

• one football/cricket oval with sports change rooms 

• a pavilion with a social room                            

• an electronic scoreboard 

• two player / coaches shelters 

• four cricket nets 

• a scores box 

• an on-site car park 

• playground 

• path network 

• fencing  

• trees and landscaping 
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5. Community Engagement 

As shown in the table below, community and stakeholder feedback have supported the 
development of the Master Plan.   

Project Phase Engagement Method 

Master Plan development Stakeholder meetings with tenant clubs and State Sporting 
Associations as well as previous engagement outcomes from 
community regarding active and open space reserves 

Public exhibition Notification to residents adjacent to the Reserve and Casey 
Conversations utilised to seek feedback from the wider public 

6. Plan 

The recommended works are for implementation over a 20-year timeframe and delivery of 
projects will be subject to funding in Council’s Capital Works Program. A range of funding 
sources will be sought including rates and grants through external agencies.  

The recommended works are presented visually in Appendix A. 

Id Works Description 
Indicative 
Timeframe* 

Indicative 
Costs 

1 Road works 
Additional parking bays (36 total) 
along existing gravel vehicular 
roadway  

Medium $200,000 

2 Terrace upgrade 

Future opportunity for paving 
upgrade, additional terrace seating 
and shade elements to existing 
hard-stand paving to pavilion with x3 
number bench seats 

Medium 
$300,000 

 

3 Pedestrian access 

Enhance provision for pedestrian 
access within reserve area with 
proposed 3m wide insitu concrete 
pathways links connecting to 
existing pathways outside reserve 

Medium $135,000 

4 
Screen existing bin 
enclosure 

Visually screen existing bin 
enclosure incorporating timber 
battens or similar 

Long $5,000 

5 Landscape works 
Low under-storey planting (max. 
height 1.2m) and existing trees to be 
pruned up with clean trunks 

Medium $30,000 

6 Cricket net upgrade 
Future upgrade to cricket practice 
nets to Council/Cricket Victoria 
standard 

Medium $120,000 

7 
Water sensitive 
urban design 
(WSUD) 

WSUD stormwater retention 
capacity to planted areas 

Medium $50,000 

8 Playground renewal 
Renew existing playground adjacent 
to pavilion 

Medium $20,000 
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9 New playground 
New Local-level playground at front 
of reserve 

Medium $375,000 

10 Safety lighting 
Safety lighting to car park and 
pavilion area 

Short $50,000 

11 Sports field lighting 
Sports lighting upgrade for 
competition 

Long $400,000 

12 Drinking fountain 
Installation of drinking fountain 
(indicative location only) 

Short  $3,000 

13 Rubbish bin 
Installation of a rubbish bin 
(indicative location only) 

Short $2,500 

* Short 1 – 5 years, Medium 6 – 10 years, Long 11 – 20 years. 

7. Administrative Updates 

It is recognised that, from time to time, circumstances may change leading to the need for minor 
administrative changes to the document. Where an update does not materially alter the 
document, such a change may be made administratively. Examples include a change to the 
name of a Council department, a change to the name of a Federal or State Government 
department and a minor update to legislation which does not have a material impact. However, 
any change or update which materially alters the document must be by resolution of Council. 

8. Review 

The next biennial review of this document is scheduled for completion by 30 April 2024. 

 

Council policy documents change from time to time and it is recommended that you consult the 
electronic reference copy at https://www.casey.vic.gov.au/policies-strategies to ensure that you 
have the current version.  Alternatively, you may contact Customer Service on (03) 9705 5200. 
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NDraft Barry Simon Reserve 
Master Plan

 0              12.5              25                                50 m                

1. Additional parking bays (total 36) along existing gravel vehicular roadway

2. Future opportunity for paving upgrade, additional terrace seating and shade elements to exist 
 ing hard-stand paving to pavilion with x3 number bench seats

3. Enhance provision for pedestrian access within reserve area with proposed 3m wide insitu   
 concrete pathways links connecting to existing pathways outside reserve

4. Opportunity to visually screen existing bin enclosure incorporating timber battens or similar

5. Proposed low under-storey planting (max. height 1.2m); existing trees to be pruned up with   
 clean trunks

6. Future upgrade to cricket practice nets to Council/Cricket Victoria standard

7. WSUD stormwater retention capacity to planted areas

8. Opportunity to renew existing playground adjacent to pavilion

9. Proposed new Local-level playground at front of reserve

10. Proposed safety lighting to car park and pavilion area

11. Potential future sports lighting upgrade for competition

12. Proposed drinking fountain (indicative location only)

13. Proposed bin (indicative location only)

Existing trees retained (lower branches to be pruned up to allow clear sightlines) 

Proposed tree planting selected with clean trunks to allow clear sightlines 

Proposed low height planted garden bed (areas max. height 1.2m)

Proposed seating to support spectators and general park users 

Open areas with existing lawn / turf
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5.5. ARTS AND CULTURAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS

Officers’ Reports
Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee ITEM: 5.5.

Ward: N/ACommunity Life
Arts and Cultural Development 
Colette McMahon

Purpose of Report: To report on the recommended nominations for the Casey Arts and Cultural
Advisory Committee 2020 - 2022. 

Council Plan Reference 

2. A Place to Prosper
2.1 The destination for arts, culture, sport and leisure that attracts visitors and brings communities together

Executive Summary
In February 2020, Council called for Expressions of Interest from interested community members to join the 
Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee for the 2020 - 2022 term.  Subject to Council approval, the seven 
recommended nominees listed in the Confidential Attachment will be appointed to the Committee.

Background

The Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee was established in 2003 and comprises of a core membership of 
12 members, representing a diverse range of arts and cultural interests in the City of Casey and a 
Councillor delegate (previously). 

The purpose of the Committee is to provide Council with informed feedback and advice about local arts and 
cultural issues and the implementation of arts and cultural related policies.

The assessment panel consisted of two sitting members of the Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee and 
two Council officers.  There was a total of 14 applications received and assessed.

Community Engagement  

The Committee provides a platform for community voice on arts and cultural matters. Applications were 
sought via a range of digital channels.

Financial Implications

There are no financial implications.

Officer Direct or Indirect Interest

No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a direct or indirect interest in matters for 
consideration.

Conclusion

Subject to Council approving the appointments, all successful nominees will be formally inducted as 
members of the Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee at the next Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee 
meeting. Council officers will notify all nominees of the outcome of their applications.
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Attachments

1. Confidential Cover Page - Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee Appointments [5.5.1 - 1 page]

Recommendation 

1. That the seven successful nominees listed in the Confidential Attachment be appointed to the
Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee for the full term of two years.

2. That this decision be made public.



Confidential Attachment

ITEM: 5.5 

Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee Appointments

In accordance with section 77 (2)(c), the information in this attachment has been deemed confidential 
information by the Chief Executive Officer under section 89(2)h of the Local Government Act 1989 as it 

contains any other matter which the Council or special committee considers would prejudice the Council or 
any person
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5.6. CONSERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE - MARCH MEETING MINUTES 

Officers’ Reports
Conservation Advisory Committee - March Meeting 
Minutes 

ITEM: 5.6.

Ward: NACity Planning and Infrastructure
Sustainability and Waste 
Michael Jansen

Purpose of Report: To provide Council with the minutes of the Conservation Advisory 
Committee held 4 March 2020.

Council Plan Reference 

2. A Place to Prosper
2.3 A city that sustainably plans and manages growth while protecting its diverse landscape

Executive Summary

The City of Casey Conservation Advisory Committee plays a valuable role in assisting Council to enhance, 
strengthen and advocate on natural environment, sustainability, waste, heritage and history matters in 
Casey.

The Conservation Advisory Committee meets on the first Wednesday of every third month and the minutes 
of its meeting held on Wednesday 4 March 2020 form Attachment 1.

In line with the Terms of Reference Sub-committees meet on alternative months between meetings of the 
Conservation Advisory Committee. Notes from the Heritage Sub-committee (Attachment 2) and the Natural 
Resource Management Sub-committee (Attachment 3) which met on Wednesday 5 February. 

Key Topics of discussion

The March meeting of the Conservation Advisory Committee focussed on climate change in response to a 
public question raised at the 21 January 2020 Council meeting, where Council officers advised they would 
seek a community perspective on the matter of declaring a climate emergency.

Council officers provided the Committee with a summary of current Council actions to address climate 
change impacts through the reduction of corporate emissions and highlighted the importance of supporting 
the community to achieve a low emission lifestyle. 

The Committee unanimously agreed that Council should do more to address climate change and supported 
further investigation into a climate emergency declaration. The Committee participated in a workshop to 
identify actions supporting the community to adapt to and mitigate the impacts of climate change. 
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Key items discussed in the Sub-committees include:

Heritage 

 Amendments C229 and C230
 Public consultation results for Ercildoune
 Council’s involvement in the national Trust Heritage festival 2020

Natural Resource Management Sub-committee

 Fire in the Casey landscape
 Volunteer recognition event 2020
 Virtual fences

Community Engagement

The Conservation Advisory Committee has been established as a key community engagement tool for 
heritage, sustainability, waste and natural resource related matters. The Committee is derived of community 
representatives and provides Council with a platform to seek strategic advice and direction

Financial Implications

There are no financial implications

Officer Direct or Indirect Interest

No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a direct or indirect interest in matters for 
consideration.

Conclusion

The City of Casey Conservation Advisory Committee plays a valuable role in assisting Council to enhance, 
strengthen and advocate on natural environment, heritage, sustainability and waste matters in Casey. The 
Committee brings a community perspective, knowledge and sound advice to support Council’s 
environmental and sustainability ambitions.

Attachments

1. Conservation Advisory Committee - Meeting Minutes - March 2020 [5.6.1 - 4 pages]
2. Heritage Sub-committee - Meeting Minutes - 5 February 2020 [5.6.2 - 2 pages]
3. Natural Resource Management Sub-committee - Meeting Minutes 5 February 2020 [5.6.3 - 4 pages]

Recommendation 

That the minutes of the 4 March 2020 meeting of the Conservation Advisory Committee be noted. 



 CASEY.VIC.GOV.AU

Minutes of Meeting held 4 March 2020

Bunjil Place 7.00pm – 9.00pm

1. Appointment of Chair

Council officers advised that under the Advisory Committee Policy a Committee member can be 
appointed as the Chair in the absence of a Councillor. The Committee agreed and Thelma Wakelam 
was appointed as the Chair for the March meeting. 

Moved – Robin Dzedins Seconded – Barbara Perkins

2. Statement of acknowledgement
3. Attendance and apologies

Attendees: Ian Chisolm, Randini Dissanayake, Robin Dzedins, Don Jewell, Linda Moon, Hailey 
Molina, Tony Patti, Barbara Perkins Jobi Petty, Anthony Pietrosanto, Ricardo Simao, 
Kay Taranto, Thelma Wakelam (Chair), Elena Spanos (Council officer) Mark Akester 
(Council officer) Simon King (Council officer)

Apologies:
4. Conflicts of Interest

No conflicts of interest

5. Minutes of the December 2019 Meeting

The Minutes of the December meeting be accepted as written.

Moved – Barbara Perkins  Seconded – Robin Dzedins

6. Workshop – Addressing Climate Change in Casey

Mark Akester, Environmentally Sustainable Development and Emissions officer from the City of 
Casey provided the Committee with an overview of the challenges associated with addressing 
Climate Change in Casey. 
Mark provided the Committee with context around recent climate change declarations and 
community sentiment from Casey residents towards sustainability and climate change. Mark 
highlighted that 89% of Casey residents are concerned about climate change and almost everybody 
(93%) believe that it is important for council to have a plan to work towards a becoming a more 

Conservation Advisory Committee
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environmentally sustainable community (Wallis Consulting - City of Casey Community Environment 
Survey 2018). 
Mark informed the Committee of Councils actions to reduce corporate Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
and highlighted the opportunity to focus on supporting the community to do similar. Mark provided 
the Committee with a high-level overview of the Ironbark Community Emissions profile completed in 
2019 which indicated community emission are typically generated through four key sources 
including on-road transport, residential electricity, commercial electricity and industrial electricity, 
Attachment 1 
The Committee discussed the level of solar investment in Casey and asked for a report back to the 
Sustainability Sub-committee on the number of solar systems and current kW consumption and that 
projected into the future.  
ACTION – Council officers to provide the Sustainability Sub-committee with a report on the number 
of Council owned buildings with solar and the total system size.
Council officers then facilitated a workshop with the Committee to identify their support for Council to 
address climate change through a number of interventions including support for a climate 
emergency declaration (80%), develop a climate action plan (15%) embed climate change 
responses into existing policy and strategy (5%) and business as usual (0%). 
Committee members then participated in a workshop to identify actions to support the reduction of 
community emissions under the following headings:
Zero Emissions Stationary Energy Use 

 Rebates for solar, batteries and solar heating
 Reducing rates charges (for?)
 Consider demographics and socio-economic ability of residents to implement any change 

(rebates)
 Encourage developers to forgo gas infrastructure and divert investment into heat pump 

investment
 Greater expectations placed on quality of housing and building structures
 Retrofitting of aged residences through education and incentives
 Facilitate community battery project to better leverage solar panels
 Geothermal and hydrothermal advocacy
 Collective buying power for community to purchase energy efficient goods (bulk buy programs)

Zero Emissions Transport 

 Advocate for reduction of import levies for EV’s (Council)
 Advocate for lower registration costs for EV’s (Council)
 Advocate for bus lanes, carpool lanes on the Monash (SECCCA/Council)
 Trialing share car rentals in new estates (Developers/Council)
 Evaluate key walking paths for improved shading opportunities (Council)
 Invest in existing public transport to make it a more attractive and efficient travel option 

(Council)
 Advocate for the importation of a great range of EV’s into Australia including vans with a 

higher range than currently available (Council)
 Prioritise bike paths and fix to make end to end travel possible (Council Bike Victoria)
 Run focus groups for different sectors of community on recycling (Council)
 Bulk buy EV’s (Council)

Circular Economy and Zero Waste

 Ban single use plastics for food
 Encourage and incentivize sustainable and green industries to establish in Casey
 Consideration of alternatives to composting for food waste management
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 Better collection points for soft plastics
 Advocate to companies to use less packaging
 Make lifecycle costs known to residents (artificial turf)
 Advocacy and education on circular economy 
 Encourage and invest in “fix it” cafes or recycling stations
 Encourage manufacturers to design products that allow constitute parts to be broken down 

and reused
 Advocate for more one-stop shops for dropping off recyclables
 Discourage inbuilt obsolescence 

Land, Agriculture, Water and Environment

 Pilot street tree planting projects (Cool Streets)
 Collaborate to provide energy savings of street trees
 Promote demand for street trees
 Stop planting deciduous street trees
 Provide alternative options for nature strips
 Balance tree planting with fuel reduction in bushfire danger areas
 Consider grasses, vegetation that sequesters more soil carbon 
 Develop a soil carbon inventory of public places
 In collaboration with Biodiversity grant scheme program encourage and offer funding and 

know how on what to plant on adjoining private property 
 Reduce eliminate super phosphates/ fungicides and pesticides in farming and gardening to 

retain soil health 
 Develop strategic habitat corridors
 Urban WSUD – capitalise on the catchment capabilities or urban areas 
 Promote community gardens at council facilities 
 Review options for nature strips to improve sustainability

Resilience and Community Adaptation

 Planting controls % development = green
 Require eaves on buildings and or verandahs
 Building regulations with incentives for energy efficiency 
 Evidence based plans, designs and strategies
 Learning from feedback, mistakes and novel situations while altering existing plans to reflect 

this. 
 Incorporating cultural knowledge
 New estates and incorporate community gardens

Community engagement

 Beginning at primary schools with projects
 Community workshops to encourage and teach local residents
 Friends groups and community organisations to work on projects and encourage outside 

participation
 Educate young children starting in childcare / preschool
 Stop misinformation about climate change and listen to the scientific community
 Run educational tours of sustainability projects in the municipality
 Workshops in sustainable farming regenerative farming mixed rotational farming 
 Establish a community environment center like CERES to specifically promote sustainability

7. Items of Other Business
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Inspire and Create Grants update

Council officers provided an update on the Inspire and Create grants which replace the previous 
Environment and sustainability grants program. Council officers highlighted a key change to the 
grants program is a peer assessment conducted by participants on the ‘pitch’ night. Council officers 
acknowledge there has been mixed review of the process and advised the committee that 15 
applications have been received. Council officer asked for nominations to participate in assessment 
panel to short list applications. 

Rabbit control update

The Committee discussed the timing for the release of biological and chemical control techniques for 
rabbits and highlighted opportunities for the community to report their observations. The Committee 
highlighted the Rabbitscan (feralscan.org.au) can be utilized to report the presence of rabbits and 
record diseased and dead animals. The topic was of interest to a s

Due to the specific nature of the conversation Council officers requested that the conversation taken 
offline and specific details can be provided to those who wish to know more.

Action: Council officers to provide Robin, Don, Kay, Ian and Thelma with dates relating to the release 
of RHDV K5 and information on relevant chemicals as discussed at the recent rabbit control 
workshop.

8. List of Actions

 Council officers to provide the Sustainability Sub-committee with a report on the number of 
Council owned buildings with solar and the total system size.

 Council officers to provide Robin, Don, Kay, Ian and Thelma with dates relating to the release 
of RHDV K5 and information on relevant chemicals as discussed at the recent rabbit control 
workshop.

Meeting close: 9:00pm
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Agenda: 5 February 2020
Time: 6:00pm – 7:15pm

Venue:  Bunjil Place
Room: Kulin

1. Attendance & Apologies 

Attendees: Heather Arnold, Ian Chisholm, Randini Dissanayke, Robin 
Dzedins, Don Jewell, Haley Molina, Linda Moon, Barbara 
Perkins, Tony O’Hara, Kay Taranto, Thelma Wakelam, Daniel 
Borton (Council officer). 

2. Conflicts of Interest

No Conflicts of interest declared. 

3. Heritage Festival 

Council officers provided the Sub-committee with an update on events being 
run at the National Trust Heritage Festival and advised that dates and events 
were available through Councils Tri-booking system. 

Action: Council officers to provide the Committee with a list of dates and 
events when they are available. 

4. Ercildoune

Council officers provided an update on the community engagement results for 
Ercildoune, highlighting the community was keen to see the building retained 
for community use. 

The Sub-committee discussed potential other private uses for heritage 
buildings, that ensures they’re restored and or conserved such as 

Conservation Advisory Committee
Natural Resource Management
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Doctors/Allied health professionals, gallery, restaurant/café. Highlighting these 
uses will allow public access. The Sub-committee also highlighted:

 Issues with heritage buildings in growth areas, and often loss of setting.
 Provision of carparking (loss of garden)
 Accessibility alterations.

Council officers informed the Sub-committee that a business case was being 
considered through the capital works budget process for the 2020/21 financial 
year and the Sub-committee noted this was an important test case for the 
protection of heritage in Casey, highlighting the role of other local 
governments in securing heritage listed properties. The Sub-committee 
showed interest in the floor plan of the building, which would help guide 
recommendations on the future use of the facility.  

5. Planning Scheme Review

The Sub-committee discussed amendment C229 and C230 and their potential 
impacts. Council officers advised that the amendments seek to apply new and 
or correct heritage overlays in the Casey Planning Scheme. The Sub-
committee noted there was a list of errors that required updating, however 
Council officers reiterated the list was not as exhaustive as the Sub-
committee suggested.  

Council officers highlighted in Casey there are only 210 Heritage Overlays 
listings in the Casey Planning Scheme, 3 Victorian Heritage Register listings. 

Action: Marie – To send details of C230 when on exhibition.
Action: Daniel to provide C229 details to send around to group.

Meeting Close 
9:00pm
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Agenda: 5 February 2020
Time: 6:00pm – 7:15pm

Venue:  Bunjil Place
Room: Kulin

1. Attendance & Apologies 

Attendees: Ian Chisholm, Randini Dissanayke, Robin Dzedins, Don Jewell 
Haley Molina, Linda Moon, Barbara Perkins, Jobi Petty, Anthony 
Pietrosanto, Kay Taranto, Thelma Wakelam, Ryan Harris 
(Council officer). 

2. Conflicts of Interest

No Conflicts of interest declared. 

3. Administration – Recap on purpose and priorities

Recap on purpose and priorities of the sub committee from previous meeting. 
Primarily: 

 Supporting the delivery of Resilient Melbourne: Urban Forest Strategy
 Advocating and working to reconnect habitats
 Increasing tree canopy across the municipality
 Supporting environmental volunteers

Revegetation strategy

The Sub-committee discussed the progress of the revegetation strategy and 
requested that a copy be made available once it has been endorsed by 
Council. 

Action: Council officers to circulate the final version of the Revegetation 
strategy to the Committee 

Conservation Advisory Committee
Natural Resource Management
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4. Update on virtual fences 

Council officers presented to the Sub-committee on the installation an impact 
of virtual fences in Casey. The Sub-committee discussed the Churchill Park 
Drive Virtual Fence Trial and applauded council on the initiative. Early 
evidence is suggesting a reduction in road mortality and it was noted some 
virtual fence infrastructure is damaged by mowers. 

The Sub-committee discussed how vandalism was a potential threat and 
identified was to mitigate impacts. Sub-committee discussed other priority 
roads in Casey for council’s consideration and were asked to provide officers 
with a list of roads via email. 

The Sub-committee highlighted Knox Council was running a similar initiative 
and asked if Council officers could seek feedback on their program. It was 
also requested that VicRoads Project Officer present to the Committee on the 
Churchill Park Drive Trial later in the year. 

5. Fire in the landscape

The Sub-committee discussed the risk and impacts of fire across the 
landscape and Council officers recommended Sub-committee familiarise 
themselves with:

 City of Casey Municipal Fire Management Plan- 2018
 State Government- Strategic Bushfire Management Plant- East Central

Action Council officers to provide the Sub-committee with links to the relevant 
documents. 

The Sub-committee discussed different fire mitigation activities including 
prescribed burns, fuel modification, slashing, education and discussed the 
pros and cons of each method. Casey fuel loads. During the discussion the 
Sub-committee highlighted their support of indigenous co-management and 
consultation on land management activities.
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The Sub-committees requested council be vigilant about long grass on both 
council and privately own land and would like to see Council strongly consider 
additional resourcing for natural resource management activities of council 
assets. Including integrated approaches to fire management as demonstrated 
by the Cranbourne Botanic Gardens.

Action: Council officers to request Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria – 
Cranbourne present to group on their fire knowledge. 

The Sub- committee would like Council to advocate for additional resourcing 
for state government agencies to deliver natural resource management 
activities. Including fire mitigation on state managed assets including land 
managed by Parks Vic and DELWP. 

6. World Environment Day 2020

The Sub-committee discussed the 2020 World Environment Volunteer event 
and opportunities to collaborate with the Casey Environmental volunteer 
Awards. The Sub-committee unanimously agreed that an independent 
celebration should be held to recognise the contribution of Casey’s 
Environmental Volunteers.   

It was noted that in previous years key volunteers may have been missed 
from the invitation list and suggested that Committee members are provided 
an opportunity to provide input. 

The Sub-committee suggested that Casey could investigate new imaginative, 
creative and meaningful ways to recognise volunteers across all programs. 
Council officers acknowledge the positive impact of volunteers and 
recommend this is something the Sub-committee may be able to develop. 

7. Rabbits 
The Sub-committee briefly discussed recent and upcoming education 
programs facilitated by Casey which included the Rabbit Control Workshop 
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and supported further educational opportunities for the Casey community on 
this topic. 

8. Other Business

Communication 

The Sub-committee agreed that in the absence of a communication platform 
email would be the most effective communication tool between members. 
Council officers advised that there may be an opportunity to explore share 
files to enable the group to collaboratively work on projects. 

Action: Council officers to create a Casey Conversation page for the 
Conservation Advisory Committee

Grey Headed Flying Foxes

The Sub-committee discussed recent changes to the Cruelty to animals’ 
regulations and highlighted an opportunity for Council to advocate for the 
banning of bird netting which may lead to flying fox deaths. Resident 
education was also recommended. 

Council officers informed the Sub-committee that Rodney van de Ree from 
Ecology Infrastructure International has been engaged to develop a Flying 
Fox Management Strategy for the Myuna Farm Colony. The Sub-committee 
will be consulted in the development on the plan. 

Meeting Close 
7.30pm
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5.7. PROCUREMENT AUSTRALIA’S POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT

Officers’ Reports
Procurement Australia’s Power Purchase Agreement ITEM: 5.7.

Ward: NACity Planning and Infrastructure 
Sustainability and Waste 
Michael Jansen

Purpose of Report: To seek Council commitment to the Procurement Australia Power Purchase 
Agreement.

Council Plan Reference 

2. A Place to Prosper
2.2 A thriving economy with local jobs, investment and new industries
2.3 A city that sustainably plans and manages growth while protecting its diverse landscape

3. A High Performing Organisation
3.1 A leader in applying technology and innovation

Executive Summary

The City of Casey is committed to reducing its energy costs, improving its resilience to price shocks and 
reducing emissions in-line with its long-term goal of being carbon neutral. At its meeting on 2 April 2019 
Council resolved to commit to Procurement Australia’s 10 Year Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) sourcing 
renewable energy for 100% of Council’s Public Lighting.

Procurement Australia identified Alinta as the preferred provider under the PPA with three (3) procurement 
options available to participating councils.

Officers recommend Option 2 based on power sourced from a wind farm with 100% of Large Generation 
Certificates LGCs being retained and retired by Council.

Background

On 20 March 2018 ‘A Solar Power Partnership Opportunity’ Report requested by Cr Stapledon was 
presented to Council. The Report explored numerous partnerships and funding models for sourcing 
affordable renewable energy. A key outcome was that Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) were identified 
as a feasible opportunity for Casey in achieving its carbon neutrality goal.

A Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) is a long-term contract to purchase electricity generated at a local or 
remote solar, wind or solar/wind farm. These renewable energy farms/power stations create Large Generation 
Certificates (LGCs) from the generated electricity. One LGC can be created per MWh of renewable energy 
generated. 
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Once registered with the REC Registry, LGCs can be sold or transferred to entities with liabilities under the 
Renewable Energy Target (RET) or other organisations looking to voluntarily surrender LGCs (purchase 
offsets). Liable entities are companies (mainly electricity retailers) that are required to purchase and surrender 
LGCs to the Clean Energy Regulator each year in fulfilment of their obligations under the Renewable Energy 
Act 2000.

In April 2019 Council committed to procuring 100% of its public lighting load from Procurement Australia’s 
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) from 1 January 2021 to 31 June 2030 in partnership with ten other 
councils. The City of Casey would participate from 1 January 2021 for a 9.5-year period to avoid early exit 
fees under the existing contract. 

Procurement Australia was initially authorised by the members to accept a tenderer offer if the response 
was both compliant and the wholesale flat price was no more than $73/MWh (Dec 2018 wholesale price). 
Due to a change in market conditions, tender offers did not meet the wholesale benchmark with the best 
(Alinta’s) offer 4.7% more than the threshold price. This opt-out clause means that members are not 
required to commit to the Alinta offer, however all member Councils have committed to the PPA.  

Discussion

Benefits of committing to the PPA

This Power Purchase Agreement provides a long-term sustainable solution for Council to better manage 
and forecast its utility costs. Committing to retaining and retiring 100% of LGCs with Alinta’s offer ensures 
that Council can maximise and promote its sustainability outcomes while eliminating exposure to price 
shocks by securing rates over the 9.5-year term. The positive step provides a platform for Council to profile 
its sustainability achievements that are in-line with increasing community expectations to see improvement 
in Council’s sustainable performance and action addressing climate risks.

Reduced costs and improved resilience

City of Casey is vulnerable to the financial implications of rising energy costs. Considering all of Council’s 
facilities are on short term contracts for electricity procurement and are therefore susceptible to energy price 
volatility, commitment to the Alinta offer for public lighting provides the means for Council to hedge against 
these long-term financial risks. 

The Alinta offer provides secured rates over a 9.5-year term and is forecast to provide comparable if not lower 
rates than that of the wholesale market over the complete term. The Alinta offer lowers price shock risks to 
Council and supports improved budget planning. It includes a 20% roll-in which suits City of Casey with 
projected growth in its Public Lighting load. 

Sustainability commitment

Council has the goal of being carbon neutral by 2040 and has aligned its Emissions Management Plan with 
meeting this target. Procuring electricity from the grid (BAU) provides no sustainability benefit with only the 
mandatory 20% Large Generation Certificates (LGCs) retained. 

Procuring electricity where 20% of the LGCs are retained through this PPA means that 80% of the 
environmental benefit is sold into the LGC market. There is no net environmental benefit over buying 
electricity from the grid (BAU) with the mandatory 20% LGCs retired and therefore is not a sustainable 
outcome.
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Successful implementation of the City of Casey Emissions Management Plan 2018-22 is reliant on 100% of 
LGCs being retained by Council. Becoming certified ‘Climate Active’ Carbon Neutral will require that Council 
retains 120% of its Large Generation Certificates (LGCs) from this PPA, however at this stage Council has 
not committed to becoming carbon neutral in this term. 

Corporate Leadership

Retaining and retiring 100% of the LGCs ensures the environmental benefit is owned by Council and is not 
sold into the market. This significantly raises the profile of Council as a sustainable leader and provides 
opportunity to promote its sustainability efforts including partnership in the Alinta Wind Farm PPA, Casey’s 
successful LED Street Lighting Upgrade Project, Environmentally Sustainable Development (ESD) in new 
buildings and renewals, Electric Vehicle (EV) technology, Energy Efficiency improvement and Renewable 
Technology installations. 

Community expectations

The City of Casey Community Environment Survey (2018) revealed that most respondents (89%) are 
concerned about climate change and its potential impacts compared to 78% of Victorians. The same survey 
when compared to 2012 figures illustrated a fall in community confidence that council was effectively 
encouraging energy conservation and reducing greenhouse emissions.

Procuring electricity from the grid (BAU) or retaining only the mandatory 20% of LGCs and selling the 
remaining 80% to emitters/polluter represents a reputational risk to Casey. All other seven (7) SECCCA 
member councils have committed to a Climate Emergency and several of these are included in this PPA. 
Many of these councils will commit to retaining 100% or 120% of LGCs to meet community sustainable 
expectations.

Options

Alinta’s offer will source electricity through the Wonthaggi Bald Hills Wind Farm from 1 January 2020 to 31 
December 2027 at which time it will switch to an alternative Victorian Renewable project until 30 June 2030. 
The Victorian PPA Evaluation Report and Recommendations prioritised three options for Council to 
consider as part of this PPA. 

Option 1: Alinta Wind Farm with 20% LGCs retired 

20% of LGCs produced at the wind farm will be retained and retired with the remaining 80% sold into the 
spot market. This is the minimum/mandatory amount that must be retained and retired. 

Cost savings are maximised with this option however with only 20% of LGCs retained, this option has no net 
environmental benefit over procuring electricity from the grid and fails to support Council meeting its 
sustainability goals. 

A value-add to retaining just 20% of LGCs from this project from 1 January 2020 would be to buy additional 
LGCs at a later date, however Council will need to buy the LGCs in a volatile and possibly heightened spot 
market which is currently greater than twice the price of LGCs source from this project.

Option 2: Alinta Wind Farm with 100% LGCs retired

100% of LGCs produced at the wind farm (equal to the load procured) will be retained and retired by 
Council.
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Cost savings are projected to be positive and with 100% of LGCs retained, Council retains the 
environmental benefit from procuring electricity from the wind farm. This will greatly support Council meeting 
its sustainability goals including meeting its Emissions Management Plan 2018-22 emissions reduction and 
renewable energy targets. Council will not be able to claim carbon neutrality by retaining 100% of LGCs 
alone. ‘Climate Active’ Carbon Neutrality requires 120% of LGCs to be retained for formal certification. 

A value-add to retaining 100% of LGCs from this project would be to subsequently buy an additional 20% of 
LGCs in the spot market should Council decide to fast track its carbon neutrality goals. 

Option 3: Alinta Wind Farm with 120% LGCs retired 

120% of LGCs equal to the load procured will be produced at the wind farm and retained and retired by 
Council.

Cost savings are still forecast to be positive with this option, however there is a greater risk that the financial 
benefit will not be realised over the entire contract term. This option maximises sustainability outcomes for 
the entire contract supporting Council to become certified ‘Climate Active’ Carbon Neutral should it wish 
during this term. It also results in an additional 20% of LGCs retained by Council which could be used to 
offset other corporate emissions produced. 

It is questionable however, whether retaining 120% of LGCs from the start of the contract provides any extra 
benefit considering Council does not currently have a carbon neutrality target set during in this period.

A 3-year forecast of the three options available under the PPA show projected costs for all options to be 
lower over the next 3 years than the existing contract with ERM. 

Table 1: Annual estimated public lighting electricity load and cost savings.

3-Year Projected Cost Reduction

Calendar 
Year

Forecast 
Public Lighting 
Load (MWh)

Option 1
ERM w 20% LGCs - 
Alinta w 20% LGCs

Option 2
ERM w 20% LGCs - 
Alinta w 100% LGCs

Option 3
ERM w 20% LGCs - 
Alinta w 120% LGCs

2021 12,840,769  $237,245.26  $95,483.18  $59,562

2022 13,304,379  $245,810.90  $98,930.55  $61,713

2023 13,795,461  $254,884.10  $102,582.21  $63,990

Option 4: Business as Usual - Grid sourced electricity with mandatory 20% LGCs retired  

This option involves continuing to purchase grid-sourced electricity through short term contracts with 
Municipal Association of Victoria or Procurement Australia. A minimum 20% of LGCs (Large Generation 
Certificates) are purchased as an environmental charge on the bill. 

In the short term (2-3 years) cost savings will be higher by choosing this option, however beyond this, the 
electricity spot market price is forecast to increase, significantly increasing Council’s susceptibility to higher 
prices and price shocks. Under this scenario Council has consistently been threatened with price shocks 
from a volatile National Energy Market (NEM) which historically saw Council’s electricity contracts 
significantly increasing.
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Chart 1: Forward Forecast indicates that despite a short-term dip increased power prices are expected with 
risk of significant future price shocks. This volatility will not be experienced under the fixed price PPA.

Attachment A provides a side by side comparison of three (3) alternative renewable sourced energy options 
on offer against Council’s current contract and BAU, and the financial implications, benefits and disbenefits 
of each option. Note that Options 1, 2 and 3 are fixed rates, while option 4 is subject to market volatility and 
while a conservative price has been assumed, this is subject to a high degree of uncertainty and costs are 
likely to increase significantly over the term. 

Based on the comparisons Option 2 is recommended as providing the most benefit to the City of Casey.

Community Engagement   

Council officers engaged the Conservation Advisory Committee to seek their views on Council sourcing 
green energy for its streetlight and building energy needs. The Committee is highly supportive of Council 
securing sustainable energy to meet its requirements. Further community engagement was not undertaken 
due to the contractual nature of the agreement. Previous community engagement through Casey Next and 
Council’s Environmental Awareness survey indicated Casey residents wanted to see Council undertaking 
more action on addressing climate change.

Financial Implications

Council’s contestable public lighting load of ~12 gigawatt hours (GWh) per annum is approximately $2.3M 
per annum, with around $1M related to electricity consumption.  

Modelling in the Victorian PPA Evaluation Report suggests “there is a strong possibility that the rates will be 
very favourable [to market prices], particularly in the later years [of the 10-year term]”.
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Chart 2 below shows indicative three-year costs differences for electricity consumption for three years under 
the 3 options available under the PPA compared to the current ERM contract and Business as Usual. Note 
BAU is subject to significant uncertainty after year three while the PPA represents a known price. A 3.7% 
annual increase in public lighting infrastructure/poles is calculated into these calculations.

Chart 2

Officer Direct or Indirect Interest

No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a direct or indirect interest in matters for 
consideration.

Conclusion

The Victorian PPA Evaluation Report concluded “that the offer from Alinta is reasonably priced and offers 
the benefit of price certainty; and therefore, has merit and is worthy of consideration and acceptance”.

There are significant environmental advantages to following through on previous commitments to being part 
of this Power Purchase Agreement. Committing 100% of its electricity load for Public Lighting to Alinta’s 
offer over the next nine and a half years is a bold step by Casey. All of Alinta’s options provide improved 
price certainty over the period and provide lower costs than Council is currently paying with its existing 3-
year ERM contract. 

Option 4 provides better cost savings in the short term, however, presents significant financial risks beyond 
the immediate contract. It provides no sustainability benefit and is likely to inhibit Council’s ability to achieve 
the Emissions Management Plan 2018-22 emissions reduction and renewable energy targets.
 
Option 2 represents the best value in terms of achieving strategic sustainable goals while limiting financial 
exposure over this term. The sustainability outcomes from this decision will support Council in meeting its 
Emissions Management Plan targets, meeting growing community expectations, and establishing itself as a 
corporate leader. Option 2 sees a further reduction 115,000 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions being that 
would not otherwise be achieved. 

Investing in improved sustainable outcomes ensures that Council can meet its commitments to the TAKE2 
pledge, its long-term aspiration of being carbon neutral and Australia’s Most Liveable City. 
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Attachments

1. Attachment 1 Comparison of Power Procurement Options [5.7.2 - 1 page]

Recommendation 

That Council source all of its street light energy requirements through option 2 of the 
Procurement Australia Power Purchase Agreement, including retention of 100% of Large 
Generation Certificates, for a nine and a half-year period commencing 1 January 2021.

 



Attachment A Comparison of Power Procurement Options

Current 
Commitment  
 

Option 1: PPA 20%
 

Option 2: PPA 100% Option 3: PPA 120% Option 4: BAU
 

Option 

Current ERM 
Grid Power 
Contract ending 
at 31/12/20 

PPA- Alinta Wonthaggi Wind Farm Do nothing (BAU) 
 

Contract Description Includes 
mandatory 20% 
LGCs from spot 
market 

Includes mandatory 
20% LGCs from Wind 
Farm 

Includes 100% LGCs 
from Wind Farm 

Includes 120% LGCs 
from Wind Farm 
 

Includes mandatory 
20% LGCs from spot 
market 

 
Sustainability 
Opportunity 

NA An additional 100% 
LGCs purchased in the 
spot market at a later 
date so Council can 
become certified carbon 
neutral before 30 June 
2030. 

An additional 20% 
LGCs purchased in the 
spot market at a later 
date so Council can 
become 
certified carbon neutral 
before 30 June 2030. 

Council seeking carbon 
neutrality immediately 

NA 
 

Current Market Price 
($/MWh) 

$81.44 Set Price- $62.96 
Climate Active Carbon 
Neutrality- ~$76.76 

Set Price- $74.00 
>Climate Active Carbon 
Neutrality- ~$76.76 

Set Price/ Climate 
Active  
Carbon Neutrality- 
$76.76 

2021- $56.10 (EST) 
2025- $63.00 (EST) 
2030- $75.60 (EST)
Note: estimates 
subject to a high level 
of uncertainty and 
volatility 

 
% Cost Reduction on 
Current Contract 

0% 22% 
 

8.7% 
 

5.4% 2021- 32% (EST) 
2025- 22% (EST) 
2030- 7% (EST) 

 
Council’s 
Greenhouse gas 
emissions saved 

2.7 kilo tonnes 
(kT) of 
greenhouse gas 
emissions per 
annum  

2.6 kilo tonnes (kT) of 
greenhouse gas 
emissions per annum 
NB Benefit sold to 
polluters 

13 kilo tonnes (kT) of 
greenhouse gas 
emissions per annum 
 

Climate Active Carbon 
Neutral Standard-
 15.6 kilo tonnes (kT) 
of greenhouse gas 
emissions saved per 
annum 

2.7 kilo tonnes (kT) of 
greenhouse gas 
emissions per annum 

 

Benefits NA -Currently cheaper than 
BAU 
-Reduced price 
volatility 
-Renewable Source 
-The cheaper option 
before becoming 
Certified Carbon 
Neutrality.  
 

-Currently cheaper than 
BAU 
-Reduced price 
volatility by signing long 
term contract. 
-Council is using 100% 
renewable energy for 
its streetlights and can 
promote this. 
-Council can claim to 
be Certified Carbon 
Neutral when required. 

-Currently cheaper 
than BAU 
-Council can promote 
it is retaining 120% 
LGCs. 
-Council can claim 
carbon neutrality when 
it is in a position to do 
so. 

-Cheapest option in 
the short term 

 

Disbenefit NA -LGCs are sold to 
polluters so Council does 
not retain the 
environmental benefit. 
-It is questionable 
whether Council should 
promote itself as 
sustainable in the interim 
as it does not retain the 
environmental benefit. 
-Reputational risk for not 
retaining LGCs 
- Emissions 
Management Plan 2018-
22 targets likely not 
met.  
 

-Council cannot claim to 
be Certified Carbon 
Neutral in the interim. 
-More costly than 
Option 3. 

-Council will not get 
any additional benefit 
from purchasing the 
additional offsets until it 
becomes 
Certified Carbon 
Neutrality 

-Significant long-term 
exposure to price 
volatility and rising 
energy prices 
- No 
sustainability benefit. 
- Emissions 
Management 
Plan 2018-22 targets 
likely not met. 
  
 

 

 

Attachment 5.7.2
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5.8. PARTNERSHIPS FOR A GROWING CASEY

Officers’ Reports
Partnerships for a Growing Casey ITEM: 5.8.

Ward: NACity Planning and Infrastructure 
Growth and Investment
Kathryn Seirlis

Purpose of Report: To evaluate the pilot program, ‘Partnerships for a Growing Casey’, for 
funding and innovation in planning services.

Council Plan Reference 

3. A High Performing Organisation
3.1 A leader in applying technology and innovation

Executive Summary

The Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) supported the roll out of initiatives which addressed time delays and 
variations between the Precinct Structure Planning (PSP) process and the assessment of subdivision and 
development applications. This initiative was initially trialled by Wyndham City Council in 2018 with the 
introduction of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) process. Leveraging the success of this trial, the 
City of Casey adapted Wyndham’s MoU model and developed a similar pilot program called ‘Partnerships 
for a Growing Casey’. 

Over the last 12 months Casey has trialled a pilot program known as ‘Partnerships for a Growing Casey’. 
The pilot program established a fee-for-service model offered to major developers to provide additional 
officers within Casey to progress major planning projects appropriately and facilitate innovation the growth 
areas. 

This report evaluates the first year of pilot program by analysing quantitative data and qualitative feedback 
from the developers and the industry. It details the desired outcomes of the program and the mechanisms 
implemented throughout the first year of the pilot. 

The report concludes with recommendations for the ongoing management and monitoring of the fee-for-
service model for delivery of planning services.

Background

The Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) investigated new initiatives to speed up the post-precinct structure 
plan approvals in Melbourne’s Greenfields. The key driver of this investigation was to reduce the amount of 
time it took for new lots to come onto the market in order to reduce housing prices. A pilot fee for service 
model of planning service delivery was supported by the VPA with Wyndham City Council. It was 
considered highly successful by all stakeholders and presented an opportunity for Casey to consider.
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On 16 October 2018 and 18 December 2018, Council considered a pilot model for funding and innovation 
opportunities in Casey on the back of the success of Wyndham. Council resolved to endorse officers 
executing a fee-for-service model for the delivery of planning services in Casey with a focus on innovation 
and partnership. 
 
Following the abovementioned Council resolution (in late 2018 and early 2019) partnerships with the 
relevant developers were formed. The partnerships were made by way of Memorandums of Understanding 
(MoU) which set out clear Terms of Reference (ToR) for the partnership (including the fee-for-service 
approach).

The Pilot Program
 
The complexity of planning is ever increasing, this was acknowledged by the VPA within the Planning and 
Building Approvals Process Review (discussion paper). This is pertinent to growth area planning, with the 
requirements and guidelines for PSP preparation becoming more detailed and prescriptive. The uncertainty 
resulting from this process can create uncertainty for officers and developers alike. The objective of the pilot 
was to facilitate the creation of new communities in PSP areas with a focus on reducing planning permit 
timeframes, fostering innovation and improving the relationship between Council and the development 
industry.

Partnering with key stakeholders in a shared problem-solving capacity using a progressive approach was 
the driver for this pilot with the aim to successfully deliver service and productivity whilst enhancing 
Council’s capability to develop and explore new ideas.

The pilot specifics:

The MoU’s specifically addressed the development needs of the Cardinia Creek South Precinct Structure 
Plan (PSP), Minta Farm PSP, Cranbourne West PSP (in part), Brompton Lodge PSP (in part), Casey Fields 
South PSP (in part) and several other smaller development sites in the PSP areas.  

The following Project Control Groups (PCG’s) were established under the pilot program:

 A cohort of five (5) developers with shared geographic interests with five separate MoU’s in place for 
Mirvac, Moremac Property Group, National Pacific Properties, Brown Property Group and Balcon 
Group;

 A cohort of three (3) developers with two separate MoU’s in place for Wolfdene Pty Ltd/Blueways Pty 
Ltd and Brown Property Group; and

 Stockland working within the Minta Farm PSP area. 

The funding obtained through these partnerships resulted in the recruitment of five (5) positions. These 
comprised of three (3) principal town planners and (2) development engineers. 

The ToR identified the need for regular Project Control Group (PCG) meetings with the MoU developers, 
consultant meetings and innovation workshops to facilitate timely and transparent communications and the 
provision of efficient and timely planning and engineering services.

Evaluation of the pilot
 
Both quantitative data and qualitative feedback has assisted in the evaluation of the pilot. The following 
evaluations can be made:
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Feedback and timeframes:

 The pilot identified ‘fast track’ timeframes for various millstones throughout an application lifecycle. For 
the most part these timeframes were met, however, factors such as internal commitments, external 
referral authority timeframes, complexity of assessment and the exploration of innovation initiatives did 
impact on these timeframes. 

 The focused ‘project management’ approach offered through this pilot has seen officers proactively 
pull together internal stakeholders across the organisation, better understand and work through 
development issues, implement solutions and communicate timeframes effectively.

 Qualitative feedback from developers has been positive, with improved communication and greater 
confidence in timeframes being identified. The developers have been able to make critical business 
decisions with more certainty, leading to greater investment in the Casey.  

 The communication afforded by the dedicated resource of this pilot reduces the uncertainty and 
anxiety of the developers during each stage of interaction with planning services at Casey. 

Innovation:

 The Minta Farm Innovation Project is an emerging demonstration project and will provide the next 
level of community facilities, services, infrastructure, activities and programs in the Minta Farm PSP. 
This partnership allowed officers to meaningfully contribute to the outcomes and innovation being 
explored and delivered in this PSP. 

 Over the course of this pilot, officers have facilitated several innovation projects in the PSP areas 
including, specialist disability care housing, greater allocation of Small Lot Housing Code housing (in 
response to evolving market demand), early works approvals and innovative street lighting.

 The Cardinia Creek development group have agreed on three areas of innovation to explore and 
implement where possible within the precinct being integrated water management, implementation of 
the urban forest strategy to target 30% canopy cover and innovative street lighting. 

External feedback:

 Victoria’s Red Tape Commissioner has recently (2019) highlighted this type of service (including 
reference to Casey) as being an appropriate innovation to tackle planning delays and improve housing 
affordability in Melbourne’s fastest urban growth areas. 

 The MoU initiative adopted by Wyndham and later by Casey was identified (by Victoria’s Red Tape 
Commissioner) as an appropriate measure as Council can retain control of the additional resources 
afforded, noting that the funding does not impact on the actual outcome of the assessment. The 
distinction this program provides is that the assessment of applications is detailed, timely and delivers 
new lots to the market quicker. 

Community Engagement

There has been no community engagement undertaken in preparing this report. This report recommends 
the ongoing management and monitoring of the fee-for-service model for delivery of planning services. 
Through the operationalisation of this model a framework for community engagement will be explored.  
Engagement has occurred with the development community on this matter through various forums. 
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Financial Implications

The pilot fee-for-service program resulted in the recruitment of five (5) new positions. The positions were 
recruited on a two-year limited tenure basis. The recruitment of these roles occurred in early to mid-2019.
 
The funding obtained through the partnerships accounted for year one of the pilot program (only), developer 
funding for subsequent years is yet to be secured. Council has begun engaging the developers to confirm a 
funding commitment for year two of the program. 
 
Should all eight (8) developers commit to a second year of the program there will be no additional financial 
implications.  
 
In the instance where all eight (8) developers do not commit to a second year of the program, or alternative 
developers that may be interested in pursuing this fee for service model not be identified, there will deficit in 
the budget which will need further consideration.  

Next Steps:

The following steps have been undertaken:  

 Assessment and evaluation of the pilot to ascertain which elements should be operationalised. 

 The developers have been contacted to gauge appetite for continued involvement in the program. 
Initial communication indicates an interest in continuing the partnerships.  

 A report was tabled at Council’s Audit and Risk Committee Meeting (31 March 2020) where the 
findings and recommendations throughout this report were presented.

To ensure the continued success of the program, the following is required: 

 Operationalisation of the fee-for-service model for delivery of planning services by developing a 
framework for communication, selection criteria and approval processes, governance, monitoring, 
reporting and community engagement.  

 Considering the current IBAC proceedings, any parties subject to this investigation will not be offered 
an opportunity to participate at this point in time. This currently includes Wolfdene Pty Ltd and 
Blueways Pty Ltd development companies and associated consultants including Watsons Pty Ltd.  
This is in the interests of ensuring participation does not compromise the integrity of the program.

 Review workloads and capacity of MoU planners / engineers to assist in broader team workloads. 

 Consider need for business support / administration officer across the MoU. 

Officer Direct or Indirect Interest

No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a direct or indirect interest in matters for 
consideration.

Conclusion

The objectives of the pilot have been achieved with an improvement in timeframes, the introduction of more 
innovation in the PSP areas and the development of strong working relationships between the developers 
and Council. 
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The service is one that is being implemented in other growth area councils and is viewed by VPA and other 
State Government agencies as an appropriate measure to facilitate development in the growth areas. The 
operationalisation of this service will allow the benefits of this approach to be realised for a broader 
spectrum of planning services at Casey.

Attachments

Nil

Recommendation 

1. That Council note the report and the evaluation of the pilot program.

2. That Council endorse officers operationalising the fee-for-service model for delivery of 
planning services.

3. That Council reviews all participants in the program prior to any further extensions being 
offered.

4. That Council does not offer Wolfdene Pty Ltd and Blueways Pty Ltd an extension to participate in 
the program.

5. That Council authorises the Director City Planning & Infrastructure to execute any future 
partnerships, including all relevant documentation.
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5.9. CITY OF CASEY AND CRANBOURNE TURF CLUB 10 YEAR PARTNERSHIP 

Officers’ Reports
City of Casey and Cranbourne Turf Club 10 Year 
Partnership 

ITEM: 5.9.

Ward: Balla BallaCity Planning and Infrastructure 
Growth and Investment 
Kathryn Seirlis

Purpose of Report: To re-consider Council’s financial contribution of $2 million to the 
Cranbourne Turf Club’s Convention Centre proposal. 

Council Plan Reference 

2. A Place to Prosper
2.2 A thriving economy with local jobs, investment and new industries

Executive Summary

In 2019 the Cranbourne Turf Club (Turf Club) proposed to construct a 1,400-seat Convention Centre onsite 
at the Cranbourne Racing Complex and sought a financial contribution of $2 million from Council in return 
for in-kind benefits over a ten-year period.   The then Council resolved to support this contribution subject to 
negotiating an agreement to confirm the in-kind benefits of the proposal.

Negotiations had been underway to progress this over the course of 2019 with no agreement presented to 
Council for endorsement at this point in time.  

In reviewing the financial pressures placed on Council due to the Corona Virus (Covid-19) Pandemic this 
matter has been reconsidered.  With the Council’s role and priorities being to ensure the continuation of 
delivery of essential services for the community it is recommended that Council withdraw its financial 
contribution to this proposal.

Background

In 2019 the Cranbourne Turf Club approached Council with a Councillor-supported proposal to financially 
contribute a $2 million grant to their proposed $6.5 million Convention Centre, to be constructed behind their 
existing function centre. 

This proposal was presented with a business case and detailed construction plans for the Convention 
Centre, operational plans and perceived regional demand for large events which could utilise the space. It 
also outlined a proposal to return $2 million worth of in-kind benefits to Council over a period of ten years.

This was an unusual request and was presented to Council for its consideration at the meeting on 21 May 
2019. The Council endorsed recommendations to progress the matter by negotiating an agreement to 
confirm the in-kind benefits of the proposal. These negotiations were undertaken in 2019 between the 
parties, with a final agreement not yet presented to Council for execution.
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It is understood that the Turf Club has engaged relevant consultants, sought approval from the Department 
of Environment Water Land and Planning (DEWLP) and secured approval for a $4.95 million short-term 
loan from the Victorian Government, to be repaid over a period of nine years. The proposal has had a 
planning permit issued by Council, however the Cranbourne Turf Club has yet to receive endorsed plans to 
complete the approvals required from Council to deliver the facility.   

The Covid-19 Pandemic has placed considerable financial and service pressures on Council which have 
necessitated a review of priorities.  Like all local governments who are responding to these challenges in a 
rate-capped environment, Council is balancing continued service delivery of essential services where 
revenue streams are challenged or ceased, with the need to prudently manage expenditure while 
acknowledging that the need for Council services is heightened for some parts of the community. 

The City of Casey reported a balanced budget for the 2019/20 Mid-Year Budget Outcome and will need to 
conscientiously manage and review its resources to achieve the same outcome during this disruption. 
Furthermore preparations for the 2020/21 budget indicate that there will be significant tightening of the 
capital works budget in coming years, with the need for Council’s expenditure to be focused on completing 
current commitments and essential maintenance and renewal of its own community assets.

In light of the conditions identified above, it is considered that a financial contribution of $2 million to the Turf 
Club, a commercial entity, is not a priority. It is recommended that the offer of financial contribution be 
withdrawn.

Officers will continue to work with the Cranbourne Turf Club and other key stakeholders in delivering the 
strategic future of the Cranbourne Racing Complex and its surrounds.

Community Engagement  

No community engagement has been undertaken in regard to this matter. The forthcoming 2020/21 budget 
will be subject to public exhibition and submissions in May-June 2020.

Financial Implications

Should this report be accepted, the budget associated with the previously allocated $2 million grant to the 
Cranbourne Turf Club will be reprioritised during the 2020/21 budget for community priorities.  

Officer Direct or Indirect Interest

No Council officers involved in the preparation of this report have a direct or indirect interest in matters for 
consideration. 

Conclusion

The proposal to provide a financial contribution to the Cranbourne Turf Club has been reviewed in light of 
current financial pressures and competing community priorities.  

Officers will continue to work with and support the Turf Club’s ongoing operations where possible 
recognising the significant economic contribution they make to our city’s economy.

Attachments

Nil
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Recommendation 

1. That Council does not financially contribute to the Cranbourne Turf Club’s Convention Centre
proposal and redirect the allocated $2 million to the Turf Club to priorities identified in the
forthcoming 2020/21 budget, subject to community consultation.

2. That Council formally notify the Cranbourne Turf Club of this decision.

3. That Council continue to work with the Cranbourne Turf Club in supporting and delivering the
strategic vision of the Cranbourne Racing Complex and its surrounds.
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6.1. ASSEMBLY OF COUNCILLORS
RECORD OF ASSEMBLIES OF COUNCILLORS

ASSEMBLY 
DETAILS COUNCILLOR ATTENDEES OFFICER ATTENDEES OTHERS PRESENT MATTERS CONSIDERED CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

DISCLOSURES
14/04/2020 
Briefing

Noelene Duff PSM – 
Administrator 

Glenn Patterson
Bernard Rohan
Sheena Frost       
Colette McMahon – Left at 
2.28pm 
James Collins       
Callum Pattie – Left at 3.16pm
Jen Bednar
Kathryn Seirlis – Left at 
2.28pm
Steve Coldham
Keri New 
Holly de Kretser
Michael Jansen – Left at 
2.28pm
Nicole Estrada  
Rhys Matulis       

•Council Agenda – 16 April 
2020

•Council Budget

Item 5.7 – Council 
Agenda – Glenn 
Patterson – Indirect – 
Conflicting Duty 
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7. PETITIONS
9. URGENT BUSINESS

9. CLOSED COUNCIL

Pursuant to Section 77(2)(C) of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act), the Chief Executive Officer has 
determined that the reports listed below, and their attachments are confidential in accordance with Section 
89(2) of the Act for the reasons specified. 

8. URGENT BUSINESS


	1.  Statement of Acknowledgement
	2.  Confirmation of Minutes
	3.  Declarations of Conflict of Interests and Personal Interests
	4.  Public Question Time
	5.  Officer's Reports for Consideration
	5.1.  COVID-19 Budget Impact
	5.2.  Clyde Major Town Centre Urban Design Framework
	Attachment 5.2.1
	Attachment 5.2.2
	Attachment 5.2.3
	Attachment 5.2.4

	5.3.  Review: Civic Events Schedule
	5.4.  Draft Barry Simon Reserve  Master Plan for Public Exhibition
	Attachment 5.4.1

	5.5.  Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee Nominations
	Attachment 5.5.1

	5.6.  Conservation Advisory Committee - March Meeting Minutes 
	Attachment 5.6.1
	Attachment 5.6.2
	Attachment 5.6.3

	5.7.  Procurement Australia’s Power Purchase Agreement
	Attachment 5.7.2

	5.8.  Partnerships for a Growing Casey
	5.9.  City of Casey and Cranbourne Turf Club 10 Year Partnership 

	6.  Consideration of Reports of Committees
	6.1.  Assembly of Councillors

	7.  Petitions
	9.  Urgent Business
	10.  Closed Council
	Confidential Attachments - 21-4-2020.pdf
	Attachment 7.2.1
	Attachment 7.2.2
	Attachment 7.3.1




